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ABSTRACT
Investigations within the field of child phonologyhave been concerned with the acquisition of a phonemic
repertoire as well as the developmental rules for
combining phonemes sequentially.

Children acquire

the adult phonological system by simplifing their
productions through the application of phonological
processes.

Speech-language pathologists target phonological

processes for remediation when they are atypical of
children's developmental stage or when the processes are
unusual in form.
A recently developed hand symbol system called
Visual Phonics (1985) may enhance the remediation of
phonological processes.

Support for this proposition

comes from studies which have incorporated, with some
success, the use of manual sign language with
speech-language intervention.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the
use of Visual Phonics (1985) in the remediation of
selected phonological disorders of five children ranging
in age from three to four years.

The children's pre-

and post-intervention performance were assessed through
the administration of the Assessment of Phonological
Processes-Revised (Hodson, 1986).

A 50-minute pre-baseline

period of measurement was used to determine the mean
percentages of incorrect productions for the targeted
viii

phonological patterns.

This was followed by eight weeks of

intervention via three treatment modes:

an experimental

condition, consisting of the application of Visual Phonics
(1985) with a cycles (Hodson, 1986) approach to
intervention; another experimental condition, consisting of
the cycles approach to intervention without Visual Phonics;
and the control condition which was monitored but did not
receive either intervention or Visual Phonics.
Post-baseline and maintenance measurements were
administered one and two weeks, respectively, after
intervention.
Qualitative and quantitative results from the
investigation were inconclusive in attributing beneficial
effects to the use of Visual Phonics during intervention
for phonological disorders.

Parent and clinician report

suggested that Visual Phonics may have enhanced the
children's awareness and memory for the target phonemes.
Based on these results, future research recommendations
were proposed to examine the effects of Visual Phonics.

IX

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
Phonology, according to Shriberg (1980), "is the study
of how speech sounds function in a language"

(p. 273).

More

specifically phonology includes the set of meaningful sounds
of a language and the rules for combining these sounds into
syllables and words (Rees, 1980).
According to Hodson and Paden (1983) children's
acquisition of the adult phonological system follows a
developmental sequence in which simpler "sounds" and
"arrangements" are learned earlier than "more complex ones".
Children's simplifications of adult phonological rules are
referred to as developmental phonological processes.
Phonological processes are error productions by comparison
to adult models; however, they are rule-based behaviors and
are systematic and predictable in nature (Hodson & Paden,
1983).

Phonological patterns, in comparison, are

productions of adult rules which speech-language
pathologists attempt to promote in children's speech.
Ingram (1976) considered developmental phonological
processes as inadequate perceptions of the adult sound
system which form the basis for the organization and
1
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systematic processing of incoming data.

Other researchers

such as Elbert and Gierut (1984) have indicated that
differences between the phonological systems of adults and
children arise from children's active efforts to discover
adult phonological patterns based on experiences with their
native language in naturalistic settings.

The presence of

phonological processes in children's speech diminishes over
the first years of life as they develop the adult
phonological system.
However, some children do not acquire phonological
patterns in the order or at times that are expected in terms
of their age.

These discrepancies in phonological

performance become a concern when they result in
communication breakdowns between the children and other
individuals.

Children with phonological systems which

deviate from adult phonological patterns to the extent that
their speech is unintelligible, require the aid of speech
and language intervention.

An approach to the remediation

of the disordered phonological system consists of providing
additional visual, motor and kinesthetic information to
promote greater stimulation of the targeted sound
productions.

The purpose of the present study was to

investigate the use of a manual symbol system, Visual
Phonics (1982), in the remediation of selected phonological
disorders of five children ranging from three to four years
of age.
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The following questions were examined in the present
study:
1.

Do percentage change data and pre- and
post-test scores for five subjects producing
phonological processes under two experimental
conditions and one control condition support the
use of Visual Phonics in the remediation of
phonological processes in the speech of young
children?

2.

Do anecdotal data supplied by parents and
speech-language clinicians in training support the
use of Visual Phonics in the remediation of
phonological processes in the speech of young
children?
Review of Literature

Phonology, according to Edwards and Shriberg (1983),
exists at two levels of consciousness.

The observable or

"overt" level consists of the speech sounds produced and
heard by speakers of a language.

The inner or "covert"

level pertains to the speaker's internal knowledge of the
rules for determining the meaningful sounds of a language
and for combining them.

Speech processing occurs at this

underlying level and preceeds the production and reception
of language (Edwards & Shriberg, 1983).

These two levels of

phonology have been advocated by other researchers such as
Compton (1979), who suggested that the assessment of
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articulation required an analysis of sounds at the surface
and underlying levels of production.

Such analyses would

provide a more comprehensive and efficient assessment of
children's articulation errors.
Linguists studying adult phonology have developed
procedures such as the distinctive features approach
to analyze the surface and deep structures of utterances
(Crystal, 1981).

The approach consists of breaking down

individual sounds into their smallest accoustic and
articulatory components that serve to create meaningful
contrasts among the different phonemes of a language
(Crystal, 1981; Walsh, 1979).

One advantage of this system

remains the potential economy of describing a variety of
sounds within a language with a limited number of features
which distinguish the sounds from one another.

In this

manner all phonemes can be categorized according to certain
properties that do or do not occur within the phonemes.
Matrices, representing the dichotomy of the presence or
absence of the various features, are developed to summarize
the units involved in the production of phonemes.

Also, the

use of the distinctive feature approach allows linguists to
generalize about common characteristics among different
languages and to postulate phonological universals
(Crystal, 1981).

The approach proposes that there is a

direct relationship between the sounds uttered and their
underlying structures (Walsh, 1979).

This theory,
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therefore, suggests that the organization of the cognitive
representation of phonemes resembles an all-encompassing
distinctive features matrix of a language.
Another system utilized by linguists to examine overt
and covert phonological structures consists of the
generative phonology approach.

The method involves the

description of the phonological rules of a language which
determine how meaningful sounds are combined to form
syllables and words (Crystal, 1981; Walsh, 1979).
Phonological rules are influenced by contextual factors such
as the phonetic environment of a sound production.

Phonetic

environment can alter the acoustic and articulatory
properties of a sound, syllable or word.

For example, some

English-speaking individuals pronounce the word "kitty" as
"kiddy" because of the influence of the voiced vowels
occurring prior to and after the consonant /t/.

The

generative phonology approach presupposes that there is an
underlying cognitive representation of a message to which
phonological rules are applied in order to derive the
surface structure of the uttered message (Parker, 1979;
Shriberg & Edwards, 1983).

The approach implies that there

is not necessarily a one-to-one correspondance between the
covert and overt representations of utterances (Parker,
1979) .
The distinctive features approach has been utilized in
child phonology by speech-language pathologists in order to
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assess the properties of speech and to uncover the phonatory
or articulatory characteristics which impede the correct
production of speech sounds.

Some researchers have

indicated that the use of the distinctive features approach
to describe child performance is a simplistic and inadequate
procedure for analyzing speech because the method does not
account for the influence of contextual factors on speech
productions (Parker, 1979; Walsh, 1974).
However, other researchers (Harris and Cottam, 1985)
suggested that the distinctive features analysis is a useful
tool in assessing children's minimal articulation
difficulties (Shriberg, 1986).

The approach is also

beneficial when combined with a phonological processes
analysis in order to provide a comprehensive schema of
children's phonological systems (Shriberg, 1986).

Although

there have been difficulties associated to the use of the
distinctive features approach to assess and remediate
children's speech (Menn, 1980; Parker, 1979; Walsh, 1974),
the analysis has provided a valuable tool to describe the
articulatory and acoustic properties of phonemes (Parker,
1979) .
The principles of generative phonology have been
modified to accomodate the study of children's earliest
utterances.

Child phonologists have proposed the existence

of phonological processes operating within children's speech
at various developmental stages to account for their gradual
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mastery of the phonological system of a language (Hodson &
Paden, 1986; Ingram, 1976; Shriberg, 1986; Weiner, 1979).
Speech-language pathologists also have incorporated the
precepts of generative phonology in the assessment and
remediation of children's speech error productions.
Both the distinctive features analysis and the
generative phonology approaches have been utilized to
investigate another major area of interest for linguists and
speech-language pathologists consisting of the description
of normal phonological development in order to shed some
light on theoretical issues concerning the study of
phonology.

The research also provides a better

understanding of delayed or disordered phonological
development which leads to the design of more efficient and
successful speech-language intervention (Edwards & Shriberg,
1983 ) .
The study of normal phonological development can be
examined from two different but interrelated viewpoints
(Ingram, 1976; Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985).

One area

pertains to the sounds produced at the various stages of
development or to the "product of acquisition"; the other
pertains to the rules underlying these productions or to the
"process of acquisition" (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985, p.15).
Developmental stages have been proposed by researchers
(Eisenson, Auer & Irwin, 1963; Ingram, 1976; Oiler, 1980) to
examine children's acquisition of sounds.

Stoel-Gammon and
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Dunn (1985) discussed five stages of production that are
based on information from Oiler's (1980) research: the
Prelinguistic Stage (0;1 - 1;0); the First Words Stage
(1;0 - 1;6); the Phonemic Development Stage (1;6 - 4;0); and
the Stabilization of the Phonological System Stage
(4 ;0 - 8 ;0 ) .

The Prelinguistic Stage includes the children's
vocalizations during the first year of life.

These have

been categorized as reflexive and non-reflexive sounds
(Eisenson et a l ., 1963; Oiler, 1980).

Reflexives are

undifferentiated whole body responses to physical stimuli in
the environment.

They include coughing, fussing, and crying

sounds (Eisenson et al., 1963; Oiler, 1980).

Non-reflexives

are non-automatic sounds consisting of more adult-like
sounds such as consonants, vowels, and suprasegmentals
(Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985).

Reflexive sounds predominate

during the first two months; however, non-reflexives become
more frequent by the end of these two months.
Ingram (1976) indicated that during the Pre-Linguistic
stage of development infant sound productions progress from
unintentional vocalizations to motivated behaviors.

He also

pointed out that an important precursor to the development
of speech perception and recognition involves the infant's
ability to discriminate among sounds.

This developmental

milestone occurs during the pre-linguistic period.
Babbling occurs around the fourth to sixth month and is
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characterized by infant productions containing sound
sequence repetitions (Oiler, 1980).

Infants will also

produce a wide variety of sounds such as "raspberries",
which are labial and bilabial lingual trills (Oiler, 1980).
As babbling develops, the infant begins to acquire
adult-like, consonant-vowel syllable timing.
around the seventh to ninth month.

This occurs

There is also a

predominance of syllable reduplication (Oiler, 1980).

It is

at this stage that parents mistake their children's
utterances for actual words (Eisenson et al., 1963; Oiler
1980).

Ingram (1976) proposed that children's imitative

abilities increase during this time period and facilitate
the development of symbolic representations which is a
pre-requisite to the eventual association of words to
concrete objects or events.
The period of "variegated babbling" is the last of the
Prelinguistic stage (Oiler, 1980).

The syllable continues

to develop and includes many different consonants and
vowels.

Babbling no longer consists of syllable

reduplicaton, but "Gibberish", a form of babbling with
intonation patterns, begins to appear (Oiler, 1980).
According to Stoel-Gammon and Dunn (1985), the
Prelinguistic stage develops as a result of maturation.

As

children become older, their vocal tracts begin to develop
and a greater variety of phonemes can be produced.

Thus

there is a progression in the types of phonemes produced at
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the various stages of the Prelinguistic period (Stoel-Gammon
& Dunn, 1985).
Ingrain (1976) also advocated the view that the
development of children's phonology is based on maturation;
however, he proposed that phonological development is
related to the acquisition of cognitive milestones outlined
by Piaget.

For example, children's productions of true

words necessitates attaining a concrete stage of cognitive
operations since the verbal representation of events and
objects requires the ability to remember that entities
continue to exist even when they are no longer present
within children's sight.

Therefore, an intergration of

neurological and cognitive theories of development may
provide a larger perspective from which to evaluate and
discuss children's acquisition and development of the
phonology of their native language.
The Word stage begins about the time that children
acquire their first words.

However, the previous babbling

vocalizations do not suddenly disappear.

Therefore,

babbling and words may co-occur in children's speech.
Often children will use babbling sounds in meaningful ways
to represent certain objects in the environment (Oiler,
1980; Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985). Since Jakobson's (1971)
early investigations which suggested no correspondence
between the production of words and prelinguistic
vocalizations, other researchers (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985;
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Oiler, 1980) have found that there is a relationship between
babbling and speech.

Oiler (1980) stated that many of the

sounds produced during the babbling stage also are
encountered in speech.

Lieberman (1980) found no

discontinuity between the vowels sounds produced in babbling
and those produced in speech.

Lieberman (1980) indicated

that there is a steady progression in the production of
vowel sounds from babbling to the one word stage.
At the First Word stage, children acquire words rather
than single phonemes (Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985).

Syllables

consist of consonant vowel (CV), vowel consonant (VC), and
some consonant vowel consonant (CVC) patterns.

There are

difficulties in determining the acquisition of the
underlying phonological system because children perceive and
produce whole words rather than single phonemes
(Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985).

Ingram (1976) pointed out that

children will often vary the pronounciation of the same
words which contributes to the difficulty of describing the
phonology of children's first 50 words.

Ingram (1976)

indicated that words during this stage of development are
not yet referential in meaning but rather function as
symbols representing an object or event.

He proposed that

the phonology of children's first 50 words was unique and
required more in-depth analysis.
The Phonemic Development stage is characterized by a
growth in children's vocabulary.

Children begin to produce
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segments of speech that closely resemble and correspond to
adult words.

According to Stoel-Gammon and Dunn (1985), it

is at this stage that children begin to develop rules for
the production of sounds and segments.

Children begin to

use a larger variety of sounds and their syllables become
more complex.

During this stage, children acquire most of

the phonemic contrasts of their language, although some may
continue to acguire sounds until the age of eight years
(Sander, 1972).

Phonological acguisition is paralleled by

increases in syntactic and semantic development
(Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985).
Ingram (1976) described a period which he referred
to as the "true production of language"

which roughly

corresponds to the Phonemic Development stage.

He

postulated that it is at this level of development that
children reach the stage of concrete cognitive operations
and are finally able to represent objects in their
surroundings by verbal symbols.
The Stabilization stage of the phonological system
occurs between the ages of four and eight years
(Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985).

Children's phonemic

productions become more consistent and stable over time.
Ingram (1976) indicated that as children progress from the
Intuitive stage of cognition to the Concrete Operational
stage, their phonological systems are refined.

The

development of children's phonology corresponds to increases
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in the complexity of sentence and morphological structures
in children's language.

The final stage of cognitive

development, referred to as the period of Formal Operations,
is characterized by higher levels of abstract thought
demonstrated in children's development of metalinguistic
skills (Ingram, 1976).
These five stages represent the acguisition of
sounds, syllables and words in the normal development
of phonology.

Stoel-Gammon and Dunn,

(1985) proposed that

the acquisition of phonological processes is another
consideration in the area of child phonology.

This area of

phonological development refers to "how" children acquire
phonology as opposed to "what" they acquire, or what is
evident in their speech.

Stoel-Gammon and Dunn (1985)

referred to this as the "process of acquisition" (p. 15).
Hodson and Paden (1983) suggested that children do not
acquire all of the adult sound system at once.

Instead,

children follow a developmental sequence whereby "simpler
sounds and arrangements" are learned earlier than "more
complex ones" (p. 2).

Children will often substitute these

simpler sounds for more complex ones, or they will omit the
more complex sounds from their speech.

These substitutions

and omissions are ways in which children may simplify the
adult sound system.

They are systematic and predictable in

nature in that the simplifications follow certain rules or
consistencies in the production of sounds.

These
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simplifications of the adult sound system are referred
to as phonological processes (Grunwell, 1982; Hodson &
Paden, 1983) .
Ingram (1976) pointed out that sounds are not learned
in isolation.

This researcher indicated that phonological

processes affect a whole class of sounds.

Ingram (1976)

also listed what he considered to be the "most general of
these processes" which occur between the ages of 1.6 and 4.0
years (p. 29).

These processes consist of syllable

structure, assimilatory and substitution processes.
Syllable Structure processes operate to reduce the
"structure of syllables" (Ingram, 1976, p. 29).

Such

simplification processes produce basic consonant vowel (CV)
syllables.

Ingram (1976) stated that reductions can be

accomplished through the "deletion of final consonants,
reduction of clusters to one segment, and the deletion of
unstressed syllables" (p. 29).

The investigator also

included the process of reduplication in this category for
he postulated that children's repetitions of the first
syllable were indications of their attempts to simplify the
adult phonological system.
Assimilatory processes consist of processes which
attempt to render sounds similar to each other (Ingram,
1976).

This occurs through the influence of one sound on

another sound within a word.

Assimilatory processes can be

"contiguous" or "non-contiguous" (Ingram, 1976, p. 35).
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Contiguity refers to whether the affected sounds are found
next to or apart from each other in a word.
may also be "regressive" or "progressive".

Assimilations
Regressive

assimilations occur when the affected sound precedes the
influencing sound.

Progressive assimilations occur when the

affected sound proceeds the influencing sound.
Substitution processes refer to processes in which a
sound in a word is replaced by another sound.

These

processes affect whole classes of sound (Ingram, 1976).

For

example, if children cannot produce fricative sounds they
might replace these sounds with stop consonants.
process is referred to as "stopping".

This

Ingram (1976) listed

various processes which affect the obstruent and sonorant
sound classes of the English language.
Ingram (1976) pointed out that these processes need not
operate singularily in children's speech.

Multiple

processes may be present and operate at the same time in a
single word (Ingram, 1976).

Ingram (1976) concluded that

developmental processes in phonology result in a gradual
progression towards adult phonological patterns of speech.
Shriberg and Kwiatkowski (1982) accounted for sound
changes resulting from phonological development by the term
"natural processes".

Natural processes are part of the

underlying phonological system and consist of the rules by
which children simplify "more complex structures" at the
covert level with "less complex structures" at the overt
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level (p. 3).

Natural processes are also said to be

universal in that they occur in a large number of sound
changes found in different languages of the world.

Shriberg

and Kwiatkowski (1982) advocated the view that natural
processes have a psychological reality basis in that
processes can be used to explain how sound changes occur in
languages.
Shriberg and Kwiatkowski (1982) proposed eight natural
processes:

final consonant deletion, velar fronting,

stopping, palatal fronting, liguid simplification,
regressive and progressive assimilation, cluster reduction,
and unstressed syllable deletion.

All of these processes

include only phonemic deletions or substitutions as
simplifications in the internal phonological system.
Shriberg and Kwiatkowski (1982) indicated that other
phonemic phenomena such as sound distortions arise from
imprecise articulatory movements and are not considered part
of the underlying system.
Weiner (1979) advocated Ingram's (1976) views
concerning phonological processes.

Weiner (1979) proposed

that phonological processes were simplifications of the
phonological system that affect not only specific sounds
but also "classes of sounds, syllable shapes and the
similarity of sounds within a word"

(p. 2).

Phonological

processes are influenced by the phonetic context of syllable
structure, feature contrasts, and sound environment.
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Weiner (1979) identified three characteristics of
children's words:

"basic syllables" such as CV and CVC

patterns, "symetrically shaped words" such as "papa", and
"feature contrasts" such as liquids and glides (p. 2).

From

these characteristics Weiner (1979) proposed three major
categories of phonological processes consisting of syllable
structure, harmony and feature contrast processes.

Syllable

structure processes act to simplify syllable shapes into
basic CV patterns.

Harmony processes operate to maintain

harmony within words.

Feature contrast processes serve to

keep the number of feature contrasts, present in
productions, at a manageable number.

Weiner (1979)

concluded that as children's phonological systems develop,
the phonological processes are suppressed to produce sound
patterns consistent with adult sound systems.
Although the various researchers have proposed
different outlooks on the parameters of phonological
processes, they all seem to advocate the view that
phonological processes are natural, or normal occurences
during the acquisition of phonology.

All children of

different cultures demonstrate in their speech at some point
in their development some, if not all, of these processes in
their speech (Ingram, 1976; Hodson & Paden, 1983; Shriberg &
Kwiatkowski, 1982; Weiner, 1979).

Another generalization

that can be postulated from the proposed models of
phonological development is that they are based on
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comparisons of child phonology to the adult sound system
(Elbert & Gierut, 1986).

The comparison suggests that the

underlying phonological rules or processes are similar to
the surface structures of adult utterances and are acquired
in a sequential manner according to developmental norms
(Maxwell, 1984).
A more recent approach to child phonology views
children as active participants in the development of their
phonological systems and states that the covert phonological
organization consists of adult and child-based rules
(Elbert, 1984; Gierut & Elbert, 1986; Maxwell, 1984).

The

theory operates on the assumption that children acquire
phonology through the application of the same learning
strategies they employ to develop other areas of language
such as syntax (Elbert, 1984).

The theory proposes that

problem-solving behaviors including hypothesis formation and
testing are employed to discover the systematic nature of
their phonemic productions (Elbert, 1984).

It appears that

initially children's phonological systems are reflections of
their own organizational and problem-solving strategies but
gradually they acquire adult phonological patterns through
their own individual learning modes.

Children, therefore,

construct a phonological system from information available
in their environment.
As children actively participate in the creation of
their phonological systems they may derive unique rules
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unlike any adult-based patterns.

These child-constructed

rules are revised and refined as the child develops a
greater knowledge base of the adult phonological system.

It

is through the child's individual efforts that the adult
phonological patterns and rules are acquired (Gierut &
Elbert, 1986).
Evidence supporting the view that children are active
participants in the creation of their phonological systems
is provided by research investigating individual variability
in children's acquisition of phonology (Gierut & Elbert,
1986).

Elbert (1984) reported that children's mastery of

the phonology of a native language in not uniform.

Also

recent research has indicated that there are individual
differences in the learning processes involved in the
acquisition of speech (Elbert, 1984).

Elbert (1984) further

suggested that the progression towards adult phonology may
not follow a universal order.

Children's phonological

systems may be reflections of children's abilities to
organize their covert representations in order to account
for all the variations in adult productions that children
encounter (Elbert, 1984).

In summary, this theory offers

some insightful information about the manner in which
children acquire their phonological systems.

This theory

differs significantly from others proposed as explanations
of phonological acquisition by children.
The true nature of child phonology continues to be
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debated; however, linguists and speech-language pathologists
not only have to deal with the analysis and discovery of
normal speech development but must also explore the
complexities of the deviant phonological system.

A

comparison of the normal and deviant phonological system
necessitates the investigation of the following question:
How are children with normal phonological systems different
from children with disordered phonological systems?
Ingram (1976) proposed that children with functionally
"deviant" phonological systems possess and produce the same
phonological processes as children with normal phonological
systems.

However, phonologically deviant children may have

some processes which are idiosyncratic in that they do not
usually appear in normal speech (Ingram, 1976).

Also some

phonological processes may remain in children's deviant
systems long after they have disappeared from normal
phonological systems.

In this situation, the delayed

processes will co-occur with later developed phonological
processes.

Ingram (1976) pointed out that children with

deviant phonological systems may vary in the kinds and
consistencies of phonological processes that persist in
their phonological repertoires.
Hodson and Paden (1983), as well as other researchers
(Grunwell, 1981; Stoel-Gammon & Dunn, 1985), supported the
view that the phonological processes evident in the
phonology of disordered speech are systematic in nature.
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Hodson and Paden (1983) indicated that there is regularity
in the acquisition and application of disordered
phonological processes.

This allows for predictability in

children's word productions.

Phonological processes which

contribute to the unintelligibility of speech are,
therefore, targeted for remediation in speech-language
intervention.
The remediation of phonological processes takes
advantage of the regularities found in children's disordered
phonology (Hodson & Paden, 1983; Shriberg, 1980; Weiner,
1979).

The phonological approach focuses on the remediation

of processes that render children's speech unintelligible.
For this reason, researchers such as Ingram (1976), do not
advocate intervention for individual sound errors, rather
they focus on the remediation of several sounds affected by
the same process.

Researchers view the phonological

approach as a naturalistic procedure in which children learn
patterns of sounds rather than individual phonemes.
Hodson and Paden (1983) advocated the implementation of
a phonological approach to intervention which emphasizes the
stimulation and production of phonological patterns.

This

procedure was adapted with some modification in the
methodology of the present study.

Stimulation involves

heightening children's awareness of the target sounds.
may be accomplished through various techniques.

This

Hodson and

Paden (1983) advocated the use of "auditory bombardment" as
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the primary source of stimulation.

"Auditory bombardment"

involves having children listen to a series of repeated
words containing the targeted sounds.

These clinicians

suggested that this practice produced an awareness of
auditory input unattainable through regular listening
channels.
Other stimulation methods proposed by Hodson and Paden
(1983) involve the tactual and visual senses.

They

suggested that tactual cues supplement the presentation of
the target sound by providing additional kinesthetic
information about it.

The kinesthetic cues may include such

things as representing the /s/ phonemes by drawing the sound
with a finger on the child's arm or by representing the /t/
sound with a light tap on the arm (Hodson & Paden, 1983).
Hodson and Paden (1983) even advocated the use of a small
hand-held vibrator to indicate the characteristic of
continuancy in stridents.

The investigators found that a

combination of tactual and auditory stimulation was
beneficial during intervention.
Visual stimulation may be used to supplement auditory
bombardment.

It involves instructing children about the

manner and place of articulation (Hodson & Paden, 1983).
Hodson and Paden (1983) indicated that these cues were to
be gradually faded from the remediation program as children
gain sufficient awareness of the sound to be able to produce
it.
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The production procedure involves having the children
gain knowledge of the sensory-motor components involved in
the production of the targeted sound patterns.

Hodson and

Paden (1983) emphasized that imitation and elicitation of
correct productions facilitated children's kinesthetic
learning of adult phonological patterns.

The writers

suggested that careful selection of practice words and the
use of auditory bombardment, supplemented by visual and
tactual cues, were ways of obtaining such correct
productions.
The purpose of this study was to explore the
possibility that the remediation of phonological processes
may be aided by the introduction of a visual and kinesthetic
symbol system called, "Visual Phonics"

(1985).

Visual

Phonics is a hand and written symbol system representing the
44 speech sounds of the English language.

It was originally

designed to help deaf children to learn oral language.
Visual Phonics was developed by the mother of a profoundly
deaf boy who was frustrated with her son's "immature and
inefficient" communication skills (Morrison, 1987,
October).

The boy at the age of nine, possessed

pre-kindergarten language skills and had virtually no
intelligible speech.

With the use of the Visual Phonics

system, the boy, at the age of twelve years, was attending
grade five (with an interpreter) and reading material at the
grade four level.

The boy also could then communicate with
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his hearing and hearing-impaired friends (Morrison, 1987,
October).
Written symbols were soon created to supplement
the hand symbols.

These pictorial representations were

designed to aid the development of deaf children's reading
and speech skills.

Morrison (1987, October) indicated that

Visual Phonics was expanded to include illustrated
vocabulary books to help children improve their
comprehension skills.
Visual Phonics has since been used to help teach speech
to autistic and Down's Syndrome children.

It has also been

used to teach reading skills to dyslexic children (Morrison,
1987, October).

All cases have reported significant gains

in communication skills.
Morrison (1987, October) reported that Visual Phonics
follows the tradition of earlier research efforts to produce
a manual phonetic alphabet that would assist the deaf in
learning to read and speak.

However, these systems have not

gained widespread use or acceptance because of their complex
nature and the difficulties in discerning the differences
among the symbols.

Even a hand symbol system such as

Cued-Speech (Cornett, 1970), which was designed to highlight
the differences among sounds produced on the lips, does not
provide direct aid in learning speech or in acquiring
reading skills according to Morrison.
Morrison (1987, October) proposed that the
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effectiveness and efficiency of the Visual Phonics system
lies in its arbitrary and simplistic nature.

There is a

strong one-to-one correspondence between the hand symbols
and the sounds they depict.

Visual Phonics provides

kinesthetic and visual information about the manner in
which sounds are produced.

The system can also help

children visualize differences in sound duration, and
produce smooth syllable blends found in non-hearing impaired
individuals' speech.
In all, Visual Phonics may offer a unigue manner for
handicapped individuals to learn communication skills.

The

use of Visual Phonics; however, has yet to be implemented
into intervention for speech and language disorders.

It

could be that such a system might improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of speech-language services.
this tenet comes from two sources:

Some support for

Those studies that deal

with similarities among learning and hearing-impaired
children and those studies that report the use of a manual
signing system during speech-language intervention.
A study by Goldin-Meadow and Morford (1985) compared
the gesture system of ten deaf children who had had no
exposure to manual or oral language to the speech of three
hearing children during their earliest stages of language
development.

The researchers found that hearing-impaired

children had developed gesture systems that were similar in
content and form to the earliest words produced by hearing
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children.

The researchers also found that the hearing

children acquired their own gesture systems as a bridge
between their verbal and non-verbal communication skills.
Goldin-Meadow and Morford (1985) reported that the use of
the gesture system decreased as hearing children increased
their oral vocabulary.

The opposite occurred for the

hearing-impaired children.
Goldstein-Bond (1987) found that the cognitive
abilities of preschool hearing-impaired children did not
significantly differ from those of hearing children of the
same age.

Hearing-impaired children did; however, exhibit

deficient language abilities.
The use of a manual symbol system in speech and
language intervention has been explored by such researchers
as Espegard (1984) and Schilp (1986).

Espegard (1984)

investigated the communication skills of three non-verbal
preschool children who were taught an American Sign
Language, manual vocabulary paired with oral words.

The

children's expressive and receptive language were assessed
during the implementation of the manual signing program.
Results indicated that all three children made substantial
gains in their vocalizations as measured by the
administration of the Sequenced Inventory of Communication
Disorders.

The researcher recommended that early

intervention should focus on language, cognitive, motor, and
self-help skills with the incorporation of a manual sign
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language program to increase non-verbal children's
verbalizations.
Schilp (1986) incorporated the hand symbol system of
"Cued Speech" (Cornett, 1970), into the intervention program
of an eight year old boy's misarticulations of the /s/ and
/z/ sounds.

This investigator found that the symbol system

instilled a new motivation in the child to practice what he
had learned in intervention.

As a result the boy made great

improvements in the remediation of the misarticulated
sounds.

After two months of intensive therapy the child was

dismissed from intervention.

Schilp (1986) concluded that

other populations with such impairments as fluency disorders
or vocal abuse may benefit from the use of "Cued Speech"
(Cornett, 1970) during intervention.
Studies indicating the possible uses of manual sign
language in intervention, as well as studies indicating
similarities between hearing and hearing-impaired children,
support the idea that Visual Phonics may enhance the
remediation of phonological processes.

It is suspected that

Visual Phonics, which provides the added modalities of
vision and touch, would at least provide greater stimulation
and, therefore, facilitate the production of targeted
phonological patterns.
Some support for the contention that additional
stimulation is beneficial in a learning situation has been
indicated by results obtained from Lloyd and Doherty's
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(1983) research.

These researchers examined the differences

in normal young adults' learning of signs when there was
more (both hands) or less (one hand) contact between the two
hands.

Results indicated that the signs involving greater

contact were acquired more readily and the subjects'
long-term memory for signs appeared to have improved.
Subjects also tended to increase rather than delete the
contact component associated with the signs.

Lloyd and

Doherty (1983) proposed that the additional sensory feedback
derived from the production of signs involving greater
contact may have enhanced the saliency of the perceptual
memory traces which are responsible for monitoring the
accuracy of motor productions.
Rationale for the Present Study
Child phonology is a recent area of research which has
benefitted from the principles derived from linguistic
theory.

Generative phonology and distincitive features

analysis have aided in describing children's developing
phonological systems.

Children's production of the adult

sound system of a language is governed by rules or
phonological processes derived from their own cognitive
abilities to cope with and organize phonological
information.

As children mature their rules begin to

resemble adult phonological patterns.

Some children;

however, do not acquire phonological patterns in the order
or time that is expected of their age level.

These children
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become a concern for speech-language pathologists when they
produce utterances which are unintelligible to listeners
and cause communication breakdowns.
Speech-language pathologists who provide intervention
to remediate children's disordered phonological systems
advocate a phonological approach to intervention.

This

approach entails the stimulation of a whole class of sounds
in order to facilitate the acguisition of adult phonological
patterns.

Other variables such as auditory bombardment,

tactile manipulation, kinesthetic feedback and visual
stimuli have been proposed to stimulate and enhance the
acguisition of the mature phonological system.

In this

study the hand symbol system of Visual Phonics has been
investigated as a possible source of increased stimulation
during intervention for the remediation of phonological
processes.

Studies indicating similarities between

hearing-impaired and non-hearing impaired individuals as
well as advantages in the use of a manual symbol system
during intervention to enhance speech and language learning,
support the use of Visual Phonics during intervention.

In

this study the possible benefits of the hand symbol system
was investigated through the presentation of Visual Phonics
during intervention for the remediation of five children's
phonological processes.

Anecdotal data concerning the

perceived benefits of the system were gathered from parent
and clinicians-in-training.
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CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
This research paper is a descriptive report of the
phonological performance of five, three- and four-year old
children with multiple phonological deviations of unknown
etiology.

These children underwent intervention for the

remediation of phonological disorders via three treatment
modes:

An experimental condition, consisting of the

application of Visual Phonics with a cycles (Hodson, 1986)
approach to intervention; another experimental condition
consisting of a cycles approach without Visual Phonics; and
the control condition without the application of cycling,
Visual Phonics or any other direct intervention.

This study

provides quantitative and qualitative information about the
three treatment conditions.

Interview data concerning

parent and clinician experiences with the Visual Phonics
hand-symbol system were also collected.
Each of the children's phonological performance was
examined one to two weeks prior to treatment through the
administration of the Assessment of Phonological
Processes-Revised (Hodson, 1986).

A description of the

children's productions of phonological processes was
provided one to three weeks after treatment using this same
procedure along with maintenance testing.

An exception
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consisted of a subject who received the Assessment of
Phonological Processes-Revised (Hodson, 1986) three days
prior to the end of intervention.

Researcher-constructed

word lists were presented as pre-, probe and post-tests.
Pre- and post-testing were administered within one to seven
days prior to intervention and one to fourteen days
following intervention, respectively.

Intervention occurred

over a period of six to eleven weeks.

However, no more than

16 sessions were provided within these periods of time.
Probe testing was conducted on a daily basis in order to
provide a more sensitive measurement of the children's
performance across time.

The study was implemented within

the fall semester of 1988 over a period of 10 to 14 weeks.
A case study approach was chosen for this investigation
because of several factors.

One of these factors involved

the number of clinicians and subjects available for the
study.

The need to control for such factors as clinician

training and subject selection precluded the availability of
a large number of individuals.

Other variables such as

individual clinicians' treatment styles and the effects of
intervention for concurrent language deficits were difficult
to adequately control within the constraints of this study.
A positive aspect of case study methodology involves
the in-depth observational information that may be obtained
through this approach.

Clinician and parent reports of

observed benefits or drawbacks in the application
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of Visual Phonics (1985) during remediation, may provide
qualitative information that is of greater importance to
speech-language pathologists than quantitative information
alone.

For these reasons the case study approach seemed to

be the most appropriate design for accomplishing the purpose
of this study.
Subjects and Other Participants
The subjects, who will be referred to hereafter by
number (e.g. Subject 4), were five preschool children
ranging in age from three and a half to four and a half
years.

The children met certain criteria.

They presented

multiple phonological processes of unknown etiology.

Each

of the children produced three or more phonological
processes appropriate for remedial treatment.

This was

determined through an initial administration of the
Assessment of Phonological Processes-Revised (Hodson, 1986).
Demographic information concerning the subjects' ages;
sex; race; socio-economic status; preschool experiences; and
length of time in therapy at the start of the study are
represented in Table 1.

Three male and two female subjects

with similar race and socio-economic status participated in
the study.

All of the subjects were attending nursery or

preschool settings.

This was the first semester of

intervention for most of the subjects except for Subject 3
for whom this was the third semester at the university
clinic.
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TABLE 1
SUBJECTS' AGE, SEX, RACE, SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS (SES),
PRESCHOOL STATUS (PS), AND CURRENT NUMBER OF
SEMESTERS IN INTERVENTION (SI)

SES*

PS

SI

Subject

Age*

Sex

Race

1

4.4

M

White

Mid

Nursery
School

1

2

3.11

M

White

Mid

Daycare

1

3

4.4

M

White

Lower
Mid

Daycare

3

4

3.8

F

White

Mid

Daycare

1

5

4.0

F

White

Mid

Preschool

1

NOTE: *Age refers to the number of years and months; SES
consists of acronyms referring to middle income (Mid) and lower middle
income (Lower Mid) SES status.
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The subjects' language and cognitive abilities were
determined through an examination of the information
contained within clinical diagnostic and progress reports.
Informal observations during diagnostic procedures indicated
that the subjects intellectual abilities were appropriate
for their age and development.

Although the children

exhibited some expressive language deficits such as the
production of syntactic errors, they did not present
significant receptive language disabilities.

A possible

exception to this statement consists of Subject 4's results
from the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised (Dunn &
Dunn, 1981) which were one and a half standard deviations
above the mean.

The children were naive with regards to

Visual Phonics although they may have received previous
intervention in the clinical setting.
In general, the children were in good health and
exhibited no other known developmental or physical deficits.
Subject 3 possessed bilateral PE tubes; however, pure-tone
and tympanometry testing indicated normal hearing levels in
both ears.

Also, during the initial stages of the study, it

was suspected that Subject 1 was displaying articulatory
behaviors characteristic of apraxia of speech; however, no
formal procedures were undertaken to determine the presence
of the motor coordination disorder.

Progress made during

the subsequent semester and current levels of performance
which consist of vowel deviations and stridency articulatory
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errors only, have indicated that the previously identified
unintelligible speech was a result of a phonologically
deviant language system.
Although none of the children were identified as
presenting major behavioral problems, there were at least
two children whose performance during the sessions was
affected by their non-attending behaviors.

For Subject 5 a

token system of reinforcement was implemented and was
successful in increasing the child's motivation and
concentration during intervention.

However, for Subject 2,

attempts at modifying the child's disruptive behaviors
during the sessions were largely unsuccessful.

The

clinician indicated that the subject's behavior had a direct
effect upon his performance during intervention.

The

results from the daily probe tests are indicative of the
lack of learning exhibited by Subject 2.
Five female students in training as speech-language
pathologists, hereafter referred to as "clinicians", were
responsible for providing intervention and collecting the
data for this study.

Two of the clinicians were graduate

level students undergoing their second clinical practicum;
one clinician was a graduate level student enrolled in her
first practicum experience; and the two other clinicians
were senior level undergraduate students participating in
their first clinical practicum.
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Instruments, Materials, and Measures
The instrument used to assess the children's initial
phonological performance consisted of the Assessment of
Phonological Processes-Revised (Hodson, 1986).

Four

researcher-constructed lists were used to assess the
percentage of phonological errors during baseline
measurement and daily intervention probes.

There was a

different list for each session of a cycle; however, the
lists were repeated across the different cycles.

The word

lists were representative of the phonological deviations
exhibited by the children and commensurate with the
vocabulary of their developmental stage.
were chosen from Word Express:

Vocabulary items

The First 2,500 Words of

Spoken English (Stemack and Williams, 1988) and the
researcher's knowledge of age-appropriate lexicon.

The

phonemes included within the word lists consisted of certain
sounds within the targeted phonological patterns.
example, the affricates

/tj /

For

and /dj / were not included in

all word lists in which stridency was targeted.

This

occurred because it was determined that affricates contained
a non-strident element (stop) which could possibly cause
confusion in the scoring of word lists by participating
clinicians.
The position of the target phonemes within the words
was not closely monitored.

However, the researcher

attempted to assure that no one sound or word position
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predominated during the scoring and calculation of the
percentages of incorrect productions for the specified
phonological patterns.

Each list contained 25 occurrences

of each of the three targeted phonological patterns.

All

members of a pattern were included as occurrences within the
word lists, with the exception of the stridents
/dj/.

/tj/

and

Although attempts were made to provide a consistent

number of opportunities to evaluate the production of the
target phonemes across word lists, Subject 1 received a word
list which contained only 24 occurrences of strident phonemes.
Also Subjects' 2 and 3 were presented with a word list
containing 24 occurrences of velars.

In this case, whenever

possible, the researcher substituted the scoring of another
velar present in the word lists but usually not included in
the analysis of the data.
The lists were constructed by first determining a main
list of words containing a minimum of 100 occurrences for
each of the phonological patterns.

The words were randomly

assigned to the four lists and the order of presenting the
lists was randomly designated prior to the start of
intervention.

Some words were repeated across lists.

Two separate questionnaires were constructed and
presented to participating clinicians and parents.

The

questionnaires were presented in an interview format and
consisted of obtaining qualitative information regarding the
beneficial effects of Visual Phonics.

Lincoln's (1985)
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method of analyzing qualitative data was employed to derive
meaningful statements concerning the use of Visual Phonics
in clinical and home settings.

The questionnaires were

administered after the intervention phase of this study was
completed.
The materials which were utilized during the study
consisted of information related to the training of
clinicians, the implementation of the study and Visual
Phonics, and the administration and scoring of the
researcher-constructed word lists.

Clinician-training

occurred prior to the implementation of the treatment
conditions and consisted of demonstrating Visual Phonics by
presenting a commercially prepared video followed by hands
on practice of the manual symbols.

Clinicians received a

complete set of printed instructions (see Appendix A) and
time schedules for implementing the cycles approach in
intervention and carrying out data collection.

The word

lists provided information for data recording in terms of
transcribing observed behaviors and recording percentages of
occurrences of incorrect productions.
The measures of subject performance for this study
consisted of mean percentages of occurrence of phonological
processes, mean percentages of incorrect productions, daily
percentages of error productions, and interobserver
reliability percentages of agreement.

The percentages of

occurrences of phonological processes were determined during
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the initial session through the administration of the
Assessment of Phonological Processes-Revised (Hodson, 1986)
prior to and following intervention.

Mean percentages of

incorrect productions were obtained during pre-baseline,
post-baseline and maintenance measurements which
consisted of randomly selecting and presenting three word
lists from four possible researcher-constructed lists before
and after intervention.

Percentages of error productions

were derived from word lists presented daily to measure
subject performance during intervention.

Interobserver

reliability checks were conducted periodically during each
phase of the study and followed procedures discussed by
Holsti (1969).
The Design and Procedure
The study consisted of an A B BC B A interaction design
(McReynolds and Kearns, 1983) replicated for the targeted
phonological patterns identified for four of the five
subjects.

The phonological patterns were intervened upon

according to three treatment modes.

There were two

experimental conditions one which included Visual Phonics
with the cycles approach to intervention and another which
did not include the Visual Phonics hand symbol system.

A

control condition was also implemented and consisted only of
measurement of a phonological pattern that received no
intervention.
The Visual Phonics experimental procedure, which
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constituted the interaction design, consisted of a baseline
measurement period (A) followed by an intervention phase
with a cycles approach (B).

During the next stage Visual

Phonics was introduced with the cycles approach (BC) and
then removed during the fourth phase (B) before
post-baseline measurements were taken (A) at the end of
intervention.

The Non-Visual Phonics experimental condition

consisted of pre-baseline measurements (A) followed by
intervention with a cycles approach (B) until post-baseline
measurements (A) were taken.

The B BC and B phases of the

Visual Phonics condition and the B phase of the Non-Visual
Phonics condition were 16 sessions in length.

An equal

amount of sessions (4) were present in each of the phases.
The control condition consisted of pre-baseline, daily
probes and post-baseline measurements (A).

The control

condition received no direct intervention throughout the
semester.
Phonological patterns were assigned to each of the
conditions in consideration of the severity of the
phonological deviation for each individual.

However,

counterbalancing procedures were implemented for the
targeted phonological patterns exhibited by Subjects 2 and
3, and Subjects 4 and 5.

The order of presenting the

targeted phonological patterns within and across sessions
was counterbalanced for subjects.
The interaction design described by McReynolds and
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Kearns (1983) appeared especially suited for the purposes of
this study.

The basis of the design consisted of examining

the interactive effects of two variables alone and in
combination (McReynolds & Kearns, 1983).

The purpose of the

design was to investigate the "additive and subtractive"
effects of the components within a treatment rather than to
compare two different treatments (p. 194).
The Assessment of Phonological Processes-Revised
(Hodson, 1986) was administered to establish each of the
subjects' initial phonological performances.

The

presentation of the procedure occurred one to two weeks
prior to the pre-baseline measurements.

The percentage of

occurrence of phonological processes obtained for the
targeted phonological patterns, which were identified by
this assessment procedure, was required to reach a minimum
criterion of 90% to be included within the study.

However,

some phonological processes with lower initial percentages
of occurrence were selected for remediation in consideration
of counterbalancing and replication criteria, as well as the
limited number of processes exhibited by certain subjects.
The subjects' baseline performance for each of the
targeted phonological patterns were assessed during one
50-minute session.

Three randomly selected word lists from

among those prepared for this study were administered by
requiring an imitative mode of responding.

The clinicians'

were instructed to have subjects complete some reinforcing
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activities during the presentation of the word lists during
all measurement procedures.

Such activities included

completing puzzles, building with blocks, and coloring
pictures.

Remediation began immediately following the

baseline session, and continued for eight weeks.
Each phase (A B BC B A) consisted of four 40 to
50-minute time blocks which took place within scheduled
hourly sessions.

The subjects received intervention for

concurrent language deficits for the remainder of the hour
when time permitted.

During this time no phonological

remediation occurred; however, clinicians were encouraged
to make written and oral observations concerning the
targeted phonological behaviors.
When a phonological pattern reached a criterion of 20%
or fewer incorrect productions on the word lists before the
end of the eight weeks of intervention, remediation
continued to be provided in order to compare performance
across the experimental conditions.

The post-baseline

measurement of performance, for each of the phonological
patterns

■
, were

taken one to fourteen days week after the

final treatment session.
session.

This occurred during one 50-minute

Final administrations of the Assessment of

Phonological Processes-Revised (Hodson, 1986) and the
maintenance word lists were conducted six to fifteen days
after the post-baseline data collection and within the same
50-minute session.

An exception to this procedure consists
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of Subject 1 who was presented with the Assessment of
Phonological-Revised (Hodson, 1986) three sessions before
the end of intervention.

However, maintenance testing

for Subject 1 occurred ten days after post-baseline
measurements.

A maintenance testing procedure was included

in this study for the purposes of determining the stability
or consistency of improved phonological performance
following a certain period of time after intervention.
Hodson's (1986) cycles approach was modified and
adopted as a procedure for delivering intervention.
Clinician's received written instructions concerning the
implementation of the approach.

A cycling procedure

consists of "a time period in which a group of phonological
patterns is sequentially targeted for intervention, usually
two to four weeks per pattern" (Hodson, 1986; p. 99).

For

the purposes of this study a modified cycling procedure was
implemented in which two phonological patterns for each
subject were concurrently targeted for intervention for a
period of 16 sessions.

The principle of teaching only

certain phonemes within a phonological pattern was
maintained in this study in order to comply with the
assertion that generalization of correct productions will
occur for sounds within a same class which have not received
clinical attention.

In this case, the generalization

assumption helped to limit and equalize the number of
phonemes presented among the selected phonological patterns.
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For example the velar /k/ and /g/ phonemes, post-vocalic
/t/, /d/, /p/ and /b/ phonemes, and the strident
/s/, /z/, /f/, and /v/ phonemes were targeted for
intervention.

However, the /Ij/, //// /j/z

/tJ7

and

/dj/

phonemes as well as other possible post-vocalic consonants
were not.

Consonant and vocalic liquids /r/ and /l/ were

also included in the study.

Consonant sequences consisted

mainly of strident, liquid and velar clusters as well as
less frequently encountered consonant sequences such as
/nd/ and /mp/.

Although only a limited number of phonemes

from each targeted phonological pattern was targeted for
remediation; the pre-, probe and post-test word lists
contained examplars of all members of a phonological
pattern.

Therefore, progress was measured with regards to

improvements in performance across a general sound class
rather than specific to the phonemes which received
direct intervention.
Also in accordance with the cycling approach, the
target phonemes were not intervened upon for the purposes of
achieving a criterion level of correct responding.

The

basis of the cycling procedure relies upon facilitating the
emergence of a phonological pattern through exposure to
several units (e.g. phonemes) of a pattern rather than
attempting to perfect the production of a particular
phoneme.
The structure of the remediation sessions also followed
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Hodson's (1986) procedures with a few exceptions.

The

schedule of the sessions consists o f :
1. review of the previous day's target words;
2. auditory bombardment consisting of words containing
the session's target phonemes;
3. drawing of cards depicting the selected words for
the target phonemes;
4. presentation of a series of activities pertaining to
the selected words for the session;
5. administration of a probe test to determine the
target phonemes for the next session;
6. repetition of auditory bombardment.
In this study the target phonemes for the phonological
patterns receiving intervention were presented within eight
words during each session.

There were four words designated

for each phonological pattern.

Activities were designed to

promote the correct production of the eight words which were
changed across sessions.

Restrictions upon the selection of

words included not presenting words from the daily session's
probe list; however, words from word lists administered
during a previous session were permitted.

All targeted

phonemes were presented in the initial position of words
with the exception of post-vocalic consonants which were
located in word-final positions.
One of the differences between Hodson's (1986) and the
study's remediation sessions consisted of the presentation
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of the probe test at the end of the session.

According to

Hodson (1986) such a procedure is implemented to determine
the next session's target phonemes.

In the present study

the probe lists were administered in order to assess the
subjects' performance for the specified phonological
patterns.

Also the target phonemes for each of the 16

remediation sessions were determined before proceeding with
intervention.

The activities of drawing pictures of the

target phonemes and presenting auditory bombardment at the
beginning and end of the sessions were not adhered to in
this study.

An example of a daily schedule followed for

each session of this study is represented in Appendix B.
Oral instructions for the presentation of Visual
Phonics during the BC Phase of the Visual Phonics condition
were provided by the investigator during individual meetings
with the clinicians.

The clinicians were told to present

the hand signals as part of the antecedent stimulus along
with a verbal cueing such as "Say /s/" (the hand signal
consisting of a finger tracing the /s/ phoneme in a
horizontal position and moving outward from the mouth was
used).

The stimulus level of presentation (sound, word or

sentence levels) was determined by the subjects' sound
production abilities.

However, only the target phoneme

in the initial or post-vocalic position of the target
words was accompanied by the appropriate hand signal.
Visual Phonics was not presented during any other portion of
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the sessions because of the need to adequately control the
amount of exposure to the hand symbols across subjects.

The

subjects were required to produce the Visual Phonics
gestures when imitating or producing the targeted phonemes.
The clinicians were instructed to physically assist the
subjects in performing the hand gestures when necessary.
The clinicians were cautioned to limit their use of
other visual and manual cues during intervention for both of
the experimental conditions.

One clinician who experienced

no success in eliciting the target sounds with Visual
Phonics was permitted to modify the hand signals by
associating their production with other visual, manual
and/or auditory cues.

For example, the /g/ phoneme was

presented with the Visual Phonics cue along with the action
of mimmicking the swallowing of a glass of water.

The

client's performance; however, did not improve despite the
modifications of the hand symbols.
Home-programming was implemented by several of the
clinicians.

However, they were restricted to having

parents provide auditory bombardment or intervention at
determined levels of performance without the presentation of
the hand symbols.

Parents were not told to refrain from

using the Visual Phonics cues during home-programming
activities; therefore, some parents chose to apply
procedures at home that they had seen during the clinical
sessions.
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Description of the Data
The data for this study consisted of percentages of
occurrence of phonological processes (i.e., the percentage
of error productions) obtained from the administration of
the Assessment of Phonological Processes-Revised (Hodson,
1986) before and after intervention.

Mean percentages of

incorrect productions were calculated for the baseline
percentages obtained during the pre- and post-treatment
phases.

Mean percentage data were collected, and calculated

during a 50-minute session, two weeks after intervention.
Since remediation usually results in a decrease in the
production of phonological processes, it was anticipated
that there would be a reduction in the percentage of
productions over time.

This reduction would result in a

stabilized low percentage of incorrect productions, or in no
occurrences of incorrect productions.
Numerical data (i.e. percentages of productions of
phonological processes) were presented in figure and tabular
forms.

Qualitative data were compiled through oral surveys

of the clinicians and parents of the subjects participating
in the study.
Interobserver Reliability Results
Interobserver reliability results were obtained for
various phases across the five subjects.

Due to scheduling

difficulties there was no one common time period in which an
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interobserver reliability check was made for all of the
subjects.

Unfortunately, one clinician did not undergo an

adequate interobserver reliability check when it was
conducted during post-testing.

Difficulties in accurately

recording and scoring the subject's responses rendered the
results from this reliability check invalid and, therefore,
were not included in the reported percentages of agreement.
Interobserver reliability checks were conducted during
the presentation of probe lists during mid-semester,
post-intervention, and maintenance sessions.

Results

from at least three subjects are reported for each time
period.

The interobserver reliability percentages of

agreement for the mid-semester measurements are based on the
administration of one probe test, whereas, the post-baseline
and maintenance checks are represented as mean percentages of
agreement from results obtained across the three word lists.
Mid-semester interobserver reliability percentages of
agreement ranged from 70% to 92% for stridents, 84% to 92%
for velars, 76% to 84% for liquids, 92% for consonant
sequences and 88% for post-vocalic consonants.
Post-baseline mean percentages of agreement ranged from 70%
to 99% for velars, 83% to 96% for stridents, 77% to 89% for
liquids and 95% for post-vocalic consonants.

Maintenance

interobserver reliability results consisted of ranges in
percentages of agreement from 84% to 99% for stridents, 77%
to 96% for velars, 55% to 96% for liquids, 92% to 96% for
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consonant sequences and 92% for post-vocalic consonants.
It is uncertain why low percentages of agreement were
obtained for particular phonological patterns.

For a

pattern such as liquids low percentages of agreement may
have occurred because of the acoustic similarities between
the production of liquids and vowels, especially in word
final or in syllabic positions.

These similarities may have

occasioned the misinterpretation or incorrect transcription
of actual productions.

Also it can at times be difficult to

determine the correct productions of strident phonemes
because of the acoustic similarities between stridents and
the glottal fricative /h/.
However, the production of post-vocalic consonants in
most instances is easier to discern than liquid and strident
productions because of the diversity in the phonemes that
can occur in this position; therefore,

judgments of

the occurrence of post-vocalic were not expected to generate
low inter-reliability results.

The phonological pattern of

velars is also easy to distinguish because of the uniqueness
of the manner and place of production as well as the few
number of phonemes included within the class.

Therefore,

velars were not expected to produce low percentages of
agreements; however, in this study percentages as low as 70%
were obtained.

It is the opinion of the researcher that the

clinicians should have received more training in order to
ensure better reliability in scoring procedures.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study there were two experimental conditions
and one control condition for each subject.

One

experimental condition (referred to hereafter as the Visual
Phonics Condition) incorporated the presentation of Visual
Phonics during intervention for the remediation of a
phonological deviancy.

The other experimental condition

(referred to hereafter as the Non-Visual Phonics Condition)
involved providing intervention for a phonological process
without the use of Visual Phonics.

The control condition

consisted of monitoring the production of a phonological
process during pre-baseline, probe, post-baseline and
maintenance testing in the absence of direct intervention
or Visual Phonics.
Pre-baseline measurement was completed for all three
conditions.

Percentage error was determined by presenting

three lists each containing words with 25 occurrences of the
three targeted phonological patterns.
pre-baseline measurements.

Phase 1 followed the

Intervention, without Visual

Phonics, was introduced to both experimental conditions
during this phase.

Visual Phonics was presented in one

experimental condition during Phase 2 and Phase 3, while the
other experimental condition involved intervention without
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Visual Phonics across all four phases.

During Phase 4 both

experimental conditions involved intervention without the
presence of Visual Phonics.

Probe tests consisting of a

list of words containing 25 occurrences of the three
targeted phonological patterns were administered during each
session within the four phases.
Post-baseline testing was administered subseguent to
Phase 4 and was followed by maintenance measurements to
determine the consistency of the results when intervention
was no longer being provided.

The procedures for

pre-baseline, post-baseline and maintenance testing were
the same.
The format used in reporting the results in this
chapter consists of describing each subject's individual
performance on the pre-baseline, probe, post-baseline and
maintenance measures obtained for the experimental and
control conditions.

First the Visual Phonics Condition is

discussed, followed by the presentation of data for the
Non-Visual Phonics Condition, and then the results of the
Control Condition are examined.

Individual subject

performance on daily probes across phases is illustrated in
figure form for each subject.

Within-subject information

is addressed primarily and followed by analysis involving
between-subject comparisons.

For all subjects,

pre-baseline, post-baseline and maintenance data for the
three conditions are reported in tabular form.

Qualitative
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data are presented, analyzed and discussed at the very end
of this chapter.
Quantitative Data
Probe test results for Subject 1 are represented in
Figure 1.

Data from the Visual Phonics Condition, involving

intervention for post-vocalic consonant productions,
indicated that there was consistent variability, over 31%
range in error productions, throughout the first three
phases of the study.

However, Phase 4 was characterized by

a more stable low percentage of incorrect responding (8% to
0 %) .

Comparisons of the experimental and control conditions
show that only the Visual Phonics Condition resulted in a
performance curve revealing improvement.

However, it is

difficult to attribute the success of the remediation to the
presentation of Visual Phonics during intervention because
post-vocalic consonants had the lowest percentage incorrect
productions (53%) during pre-baseline testing and,
therefore, may have been predisposed to greater decreases in
error productions than the other two conditions regardless
of whether or not Visual Phonics had been introduced into
the sessions.
However, findings from the Non-Visual Phonics Condition
(see Figure 1) which, despite receiving intervention, did
not show any improvements in performance between the
pre-baseline and post-baseline results support the use of

F i g u r e 1. P r e - B a s e l i n e , P h a s e , P o s t - B a s e l i n e a n d M a i n t e n a n c e P e r c e n t a g e s o f
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Visual Phonics during intervention.

The data from the

Non-Visual Phonics condition, involving the production of
strident phonemes, indicated that performance varied over a
31% range (44% to 75%) across the four phases of the study,
however, pre-baseline and post-baseline data (67% and 70%
respectively) were not indicative of this variability.
Maintenance information revealed a 10% decrease in
percentage of incorrect productions from post-baseline
results for the Non-Visual Phonics condition.

This decline

may have been an indication of the start of a downward trend
in the subject's performance due to beginning acquisition of
the target pattern or it might have been due to chance
variation.
The control condition results indicate that despite
some variability in responding during the first and fourth
phases, the production of velars remained at a fairly
consistent and high level of percentage incorrect responses.
A curious drop to 40% incorrect productions was noted during
the first session of Phase 4.

It is suspected that either

instrumental or clinician error was responsible for this
singular sharp decline in percentage incorrect productions.
Post-baseline and maintenance results indicated a
decrease in percentage incorrect productions which may have
been due to maturational factors or to incidental exposures
to velars during intervention for the strident and
post-vocalic consonants.

In summary, it appears that Visual
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Phonics may have contributed positively to the remediation
of Subject l's deletion of post-vocalic consonants.
The performance of the second subject is represented
in Figure 2.

The Visual Phonics Condition which included

the production of velars was characterized by variability
which ranged from 64% to 92% incorrect productions across
the four phases.

A large decrease in error productions

(24%) occurred during Phase 1 of the study and was never
attained again throughout the semester.

It is, therefore,

suspected that some error in testing played a part in the
collection of the results.

Post-baseline and pre-baseline

data were identical in terms of percentage of incorrect
productions.

Maintenance testing increased to 95%

incorrect productions and supported the conclusion that
intervention was not effective in remediating the targeted
phonological process, even with the presence of added
sensory stimulation (Visual Phonics).
Probe test information for stridents in the Non-Visual
Phonics Condition is represented in Figure 2.

Responding

throughout the phases was variable but remained within a
range of 80% to 100% incorrect productions.

Post-baseline

(95%) and maintenance (96%) data for the Non-Visual
Phonics Condition indicated higher percentages of incorrect
productions than during pre-baseline measurement.

Based on

these results it appears that intervention was not effective
in remediating Subject 2's stridency deviations.
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Data for the Control Condition which monitored liquid
productions indicated consistent variability in responding
which equaled or exceeded a 32% range in percentage of error
productions within each phase.

A comparison of pre-baseline

information to post-baseline and maintenance data
indicated that there were decreases in percentage of
incorrect productions of 29% and 38% respectively.

Overall

it appears that without intervention or Visual Phonics, the
control condition improved from pre-baseline data in terms
of decreased incorrect productions.
These results may be partially explained by the fact
that liquid productions during pre-baseline data were in
error 28% less than were the velar and strident productions.
It may be that the phonological pattern of liquids was
predisposed towards spontaneous remission; however,
conclusive evidence was not obtained. The reduction in
percentage of incorrect productions for liquids also
indicated that it was an inappropriate choice as a control
condition.

The targeting of two phonological patterns,

instead of one, as control conditions might have helped to
circumvent the confounding results obtained from monitoring
a pattern which began to remediate without intervention.
The probe data for Subject 3 are illustrated in Figure
3.

An examination of the Visual Phonics Condition reveals

that the results from Phase 1 presented the largest amount
of variability consisting of a 28% range in error

Figure 3.
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productions.

During subsequent phases, the progression in

stridency production for the Visual Phonics Condition
reached and remained within 10% incorrect productions.
Results from the Visual Phonics condition indicated that
intervention was effective in remediating the targeted
phonological pattern; however, no conclusive statements
could be made about the effects of Visual Phonics during
intervention.

This inability to discern the contributions

of Visual Phonics during intervention is a result of a lack
of marked differences between the percentages of incorrect
productions for both experimental conditions across phases.
For example, the Visual Phonics Condition reached a stable,
low percentage of incorrect productions before the
Non-Visual Phonics Condition; however, this could not be
interpreted as a meaningful discrepancy because the
Visual Phonics Condition exhibited lower pre-baseline
results than did the Non-Visual Phonics Condition.
Results for the Non-Visual Phonics Condition are
plotted in Figure 3.

Inconsistent variability in responding

for velars occurred during Phases 1 and 3.

However, low

percentages of incorrect productions were obtained during
phase 2 and continued throughout the remainder of the study.
Phase 4 exhibited a plateau of 0% incorrect productions;
however, this reduced level of response errors slightly
increased during post-baseline and maintenance testing.
Results for the Non-Visual Phonics Condition indicated that
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intervention was effective in remediating the phonological
pattern of velars.
Percentage incorrect productions for liquids, the
control condition for Subject 3, demonstrated stable
responding as indicated by differences ranging from 4% and
15% in percentage incorrect productions throughout the first
three phases.

Phase 4 was characterized by a gradual

decrease in percentage from 92% to 60% incorrect
productions.

This reduction in error productions may be due

to the effects of coincidental exposure to liquids while
intervention was being provided for stridents and velars.
The decrease in percentages of incorrect productions for the
post-baseline (84%) and maintenance (77%) measurements
that was below pre-baseline (89%) testing suggested that
perhaps some self-remediation was occurring.
A comparison of the data across experimental and
control conditions shows that all three processes decreased
from their original levels of incorrect productions during
pre-baseline measurements.

However, the control condition

produced post-baseline and maintenance data at least 70%
greater than the experimental conditions did.

These results

indicate that intervention may have influenced the
remediation of incorrect productions of stridents and
velars.
The probe data pertaining to the performance of Subject
4 are located in Figure 4.

Probe test results for the
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Visual Phonics Condition are plotted in Figure 4.

Stridents

were produced with the greatest percentage of incorrect
productions during pre-baseline measurements (100%).

The

first two phases were characterized by consistent
variability illustrated by ranges of 20% to 32% incorrect
productions.

Phase 3 demonstrated a 58% decrease in

percentage incorrect productions, the largest reduction
among phases.

Low percentages of error productions

continued throughout Phase 4, post-baseline and
maintenance measurements where the percentages were
within 10% incorrect productions.
The results of the Visual Phonics Condition
demonstrated that intervention coincided with the
remediation of stridency deviations.

The determination of

the effects of Visual Phonics was difficult to discern in
this situation because the Non-Visual Phonics Condition did
not serve as a comparable phonological pattern to
distinguish the effects of intervention from the
presentation of Visual Phonics.

However, support for the

use of Visual Phonics during intervention is provided by the
100% reduction in incorrect productions obtained for the
Visual Phonics Condition which was not achieved by any of
the other targeted phonological patterns.
The probe test results for the Non-Visual Phonics
Condition are also illustrated in Figure 4.

The percentage

of incorrect productions for liquids was the lowest (33%)
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among the experimental and control conditions.

It was,

therefore, not surprising to observe decreases in percentage
to levels of remediation in Phase 1.

These results suggest

that intervention had an immediate effect upon the
production of liguids.

However, it is impossible to

determine with certainty that the liguids would not have
remediated without intervention.

The low pre-baseline

percentages of incorrect productions indicated that there
was greater than 50% correct responding occurring without
intervention.
For Subject 4, the course of the control condition,
which involved consonant sequences, depended greatly on the
production of stridents and liquids.

The percentage of

incorrect productions during pre-baseline measurement and
probe testing for the first three phases of the study,
remained between the percentages for stridents and liquids.
However, during Phase 4 the percentage of incorrect
productions (4%) was at or above the percentages for the
experimental conditions.

The decrease in percentage of

incorrect productions to remediated levels of responding for
this phonological pattern, which received no direct
intervention, indicated that consonant sequences did not
serve as a reliable control condition, probably because
of its relatedness to other targeted patterns.
Probe test results for Subject 5 are presented in
Figure 5.

The performance for the Visual Phonics Condition
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indicates that the pre-baseline data pertaining to the
production of liquids (95%) were the highest among the
experimental and control conditions.

A curious pattern

appeared to have emerged across the subsequent phases of the
study.

The range in percentage of incorrect productions for

each phase was composed of a peak percentage of incorrect
productions occurring within the first three sessions of
each phase and a drop in percentages during the fourth
session.

The results of the fourth session were at or equal

to the lowest percentage of incorrect productions obtained
during the phase.

For example, during Phase 1 the peak

occurred at 88% followed by a decrease to 68% during the
last session of the phase.
An examination of the pattern of responding across
phases revealed that the peak percentages of incorrect
productions decreased for each subsequent phase except for
phase 4 which demonstrated during its first session an
increase up to 84% incorrect productions.

This information

lends support to the hypothesis that Visual Phonics was
helpful in reducing the percentage of incorrect productions
during intervention since when it was removed there was a
subsequent increase in percentage of incorrect productions.
It could be argued that this increase was incidental;
however, the pattern of results observed in the earlier
phases indicated reliability in responding since, regardless
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of the probe test provided, the same pattern emerged across
phases.
The data from post-baseline and maintenance testing
also supported the use of Visual Phonics during remediation
since the results (35% and 40% respectively) were lower than
the Non-Visual Phonics Condition.

More evidence of the

usefulness of Visual Phonics with this subject is provided
by the overall reduction in percentage of incorrect
productions between the pre-baseline and post-baseline
results for the Visual Phonics Condition (55%) which was
greater than for the Non-Visual Phonics Condition (36%).
The results for the Non-Visual Phonics Condition are
reported in Figure 5.

Variability in responding for

stridents was recorded and exemplified by ranges in excess
of 28% incorrect productions during all phases of the study.
Phase 1 was characterized by a steady decrease in percentage
incorrect productions; however, all other phases experienced
fluctuations in responding.

Post-baseline and

generalization results, which indicated percentages decrease
of 36% and 29% incorrect productions from pre-baseline
levels of responding, supported the hypothesis that
intervention was effective in improving the phonological
pattern of stridency.
Subject 5's Control Condition data, consisting of
consonant seguences, indicated consistent variability
throughout the study.

Across phases the subject's
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performance for the Control Condition occurred between the
percentages of incorrect productions for the two
experimental conditions.

The close variation in percentages

among the control and experimental conditions indicated that
the production of consonant seguences was influenced by the
production of stridents and liguids.
The summary of the performances for the five subjects
is contained in Tables 2, 3 and 4.

Since the Pre-test,

Post-test and maintenance results are mean percentages of
incorrect productions obtained during the administration of
three word lists, it was decided that mean percentages of
incorrect productions for each of the phases would also be
included in these tables.

The singular numerical

representations of individual performances for Phases 1, 2,
3, and 4 of the study reflect information provided earlier
in this paper in the figures.
Table 2 reveals that for four of the five subjects
there were substantial reductions in percentage of error
productions from the pre-baseline through the maintenance
measurements of the Visual Phonics conditions.

Likewise,

Table 3 reveals that for three of the subjects (Subjects 1,
4 and 5) there was decreased error production of the

phonological processes that received intervention without
Visual Phonics.
Table 4 shows that from pre-baseline through
maintenance measurement all five subjects improved in
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TABLE 2
PRE-BASELINE (PRE-), MEAN PROBES (MP), POST-BASELINE (POST-)
AND MAINTENANCE (MAIN) DATA ACROSS SUBJECTS AND
PHONOLOGICAL PATTERNS WITH VISUAL PHONICS

Mean Percentage of Incorrect Productions

Subjects

Pre-

1

MP
Phases
3
2

4

Post-

Main

1
Post-vocalics

53

31

39

29

3

7

5

2
Velars

84

79

87

89

82

84

95

Stridents

40

34

20

5

3

5

3

Stridents

100

81

66

41

3

1

4

95

78

63

58

64

35

40

3

4

5
Liquids
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TABLE 3
PRE-BASELINE (PRE-), MEAN PROBES (MP), POST-BASELINE (POST-)
AND MAINTENANCE (MAIN) DATA ACROSS SUBJECTS AND
PHONOLOGICAL PATTERNS WITHOUT VISUAL PHONICS

Mean Percentage of Incorrect Productions

Subjects

Pre-

1

MP
Phases
3
2

4

Post-

Main

1
Stridents

67

62

57

58

69

70

60

84

87

95

89

82

84

95

65

43

23

21

5

1

3

33

10

8

0

0

1

4

84

71

71

64

57

35

40

2
Stridents
3
Velars
4
Liquids
5
Stridents
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TABLE 4
PRE-BASELINE (PRE-), MEAN PROBES (MP), POST-BASELINE (POST-)
AND MAINTENANCE (MAIN) DATA ACROSS SUBJECTS AND
PHONOLOGICAL PATTERNS FOR THE CONTROL CONDITION

Mean Percentage of Incorrect Productions

Subjects

Pre-

1

MP
Phases
3
2

4

Post-

Main

1
Velars

97

91

100

100

84

96

90

2
Liquids

56

45

44

46

39

36

27

3
Liquids

89

96

94

91

76

84

77

Consonant
Sequences

55

34

17

14

5

4

1

5
Consonant
Sequences

85

75

67

49

49

27

36

4
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TABLE 5
THE ASSESSMENT OF PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES-REVISED (HODSON, 1986)
PERCENTAGE OF OCCURRENCE OF PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES PRE-,
AND POST-TEST RESULTS ACROSS SUBJECTS AND
PHONOLOGICAL PATTERNS

Percentage of Occurrence of
Phonological Processes
Pre-Test

Post-Test

97
84
100
69

7
70
100
49

73
81
56
44

91
91
56
42

42
100
91
40

5
0
89
19

Stridents*
Liquids (1 + r)**
Consonant Sequences'***
PPPOA

95
57
60
28

0
7
0
2

5
Liquids (1 + r)*
Stridents**
Consonant Sequences***
PPPOA

72
67
65
30

56
47
45
22

Subject

1
Post-vocalics*
Stridents**
Velars***
PPPOA
2
Velars*
Stridents**
Liquids (1 + r)***
PPPOA
3
Stridents*
Velars**
Liquids (1 + r)***
PPPOA
4

NOTE:
-'Visual Phonics Experimental Condition; **Non-Visual
Phonics Experimental Condition; ***Control Condition. PPPOA refers to
the percentage of phonological processes-of-occurrence average derived
from the percentages of occurrence obtained for the 10 basic
phonological processes which include the targeted phonological patterns
of this study.
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their production of the control phonological patterns.

The

results from Tables 2, 3, and 4 have been combined into
Table 5 for use in the next comparison.
An examination of the patterns of responding across
subjects entailed a comparison between subject performance
on researcher-constructed word lists (Tables 2, 3, and 4)
and an independent established measure for the assessment
of phonological performance (Table 5).

Results obtained for

the subjects' performance on the Assessment of Phonological
Processes-Revised (APP-R)
Table 5.

(Hodson, 1986) are reported in

The percentages of occurrence for each subject's

targeted phonological patterns are reported as well as a
composite score corresponding to the occurrence of
phonological processes (i. e., Phonological Processes
Percentage of Occurrence Average [PPPOA]) derived from
results associated with ten basic phonological deviations
listed by Hodson (1986).

The PPPOA is an interval system

derived to ascertain the priority basis for children to
receive intervention.

The intervals are linear in nature

and progress from a low priority score within the mild range
of severity to moderate, moderate severe and finally to the
highest priority score of profound phonological involvement.
A comparison between the pre- and post-administrations
of the APP-R (Table 5) revealed patterns of responding that
were highly similar to the percentages of incorrect
productions between the pre-baseline and maintenance
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measurements using the word list results across subjects
presented in Table 4.
There were no major differences in performance trends
between the two types of measurements when individual
subjects were considered or when the experimental and
control conditions were considered.
The findings from both measures (APP-R and the word
lists) indicate that intervention was effective for four of
the five subjects (Subjects 1, 3, 4, and 5).

Visual Phonics

appears to have facilitated the remediation of targeted
phonological patterns of at least three of the five subjects
(Subjects 1, 4 and 5) as revealed in Table 5.

One

individual, Subject 2, did not show any significant
improvements in either experimental condition; however, the
percentage decrease of incorrect productions for the control
condition may indicate that some learning did occur within
the parameters of intervention.
Qualitative Data
The qualitative data consisted of answers to items on a
questionnaire presented by the researcher in an interview
format to the parents (see Appendix C) and clinicians (see
Appendix D)of the five subjects.

The purpose of the

questionnaire was to discern how parents and clinicians
regarded the use of Visual Phonics during intervention in
terms of its effectiveness in remediating the targeted
phonological processes and its role in facilitating
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communication.

In this section parental information will be

dealt with primarily
one exception.

and clinician reports secondly with

The responses from Subject 2's

parents and clinician were often sparse or non-existent
because the parents did not observe intervention sessions
when Visual Phonics was being used, and the clinician did
not encounter improvement in the child's performance.
Parents were requested to indicate whether they and/or
their children incorporated their knowledge of Visual
Phonics into settings outside the clinic.

Parental reports

indicated that four of the five subjects used Visual Phonics
within their homes.

The situations in which the children

employed the hand symbol system varied from carrying out
clinical home-programming assignments to pretending to play
speech with a sibling at home or with peers at the day care.
One parent indicated that Visual Phonics was used
occasionally in conversation to help correct her child's
speech.

Parents indicated that they used Visual Phonics

while completing home assignments with their children.

One

parent employed Visual Phonics to correct her child during
conversation; however, most parents did not use the hand
symbol system during ongoing conversation.
When parents were asked whether their children used the
appropriate symbols for the targeted sounds, over half
agreed that the correct symbols were produced.

One parent

noted that her child tended to confuse the gestures for the
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/s/ and the /z/ phonemes; however, other parents indicated
no difficulties differentiating the hand symbols for the
strident phonemes.

The difficulty in distinguishing the /s/

and /z/ hand gestures stemmed from the production
similarities between the two symbols in terms of the
movement, hand configuration and finger involvement.

The

information gathered from the parents suggested that the
correct use of gestures depended to some extent on the ease
in distinguishing the hand symbols from one another.
Parental impressions about the effects of Visual
Phonics on the children's production of speech, indicated
that the children had become more aware of the targeted
sounds and that Visual Phonics had aided this process.

One

parent observed that the increased awareness of the target
sounds had improved her child's concentration during
production.

Another parent proposed that awareness was

achieved through the use of Visual Phonics as a
self-monitoring (by means of self-correction) device.
All parents agreed that their children's speech had
changed since the beginning of the semester.

However, they

were unsure that Visual Phonics had played a significant
part in this change.

Changes noted included increased

conversation and reduced shyness while speaking with
individuals or small groups.

One parent commented that

Visual Phonics had been presented for too short a time to
make a judgment about its contributions.
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Another area of inquiry consisted of determining
whether parents felt they had needed more information
or training about Visual Phonics when it was being presented
to their children during intervention.

Four of the parents

indicated that in retrospect they would have liked to
receive more information about the system.

However, they

also stated that they had learned enough about Visual
Phonics, from their observations during intervention, to use
the gestures in situations outside the clinic without
receiving extra training.

One parent suggested that she

would have requested more insight into Visual Phonics if her
child had not shown as much improvement.
In response to an inquiry about the possible
detrimental aspects of Visual Phonics, parents indicated
that they did not perceive any negative effects associated
with the use of Visual Phonics.

Parents also stated that

they would recommend using Visual Phonics to another parent
whose child was experiencing speech difficulties.
Overall, parents were unsure about the extent of the
effectiveness of Visual Phonics during intervention.
However, they felt that the added stimulation increased
their children's awareness of target sounds and helped the
children to concentrate on and produce the target patterns.
It appeared that parental opinion favored the use of Visual
Phonics as a supplemental tool in the remediation of their
children's phonological deviations.
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More specific questions involving the presentation of
Visual Phonics during intervention were presented to the
clinicians to acquire a better understanding of the
subjects' performance across the targeted phonological
patterns.

A comparison of the subjects' phonological

performance for the Visual Phonics and Non-Visual Phonics
experimental conditions, revealed that over half of the
clinicians found that the phonological patterns receiving
Visual Phonics had greater percentages of correct
productions than those which did not.

However, the

clinicians were unsure whether Visual Phonics was
responsible for the differences since other factors such as
articulatory or developmental demands of the phonemes in the
Non-Visual Phonics condition may have contributed to the
discrepancies in performance between the experimental
conditions.
The clinicians also indicated that the Visual Phonics
condition had improved since the initial sessions in which
the hand symbol system was not presented.

Four of the

clinicians indicated positive results in the subjects'
performance by stating that Visual Phonics appeared to have
increased the children's awareness and memory for the
production of the target sounds.

However, the clinicians

were uncertain as to the extent of the effects of Visual
Phonics in enhancing the saliency of the target phonemes.
A determination of the effects of Visual Phonics in the
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development of language was addressed to discern possible
contributions of the system in terms of facilitating
communication.

The clinicians indicated that Visual Phonics

did not contribute to the development of language.

This

information supports the view that Visual Phonics is a
supplemental aid to the production of sounds during
intervention rather than an independent system for
communication.
The clinicians were also reguested to provide
information regarding factors that may have influenced
the children's ability to produce the Visual Phonics hand
symbols and possibly have affected the usefulness of the
system.

The clinicians indicated that the children's hand

gestures were either appropriate or were approximations of
the Visual Phonics symbols for the target sounds.

Motoric

coordination difficulties were cited as an explanation for
the use of approximate hand gestures.

Four of the

clinicians also reported that the subjects pronounced the
correct sounds when the manual symbols were employed.

One

clinician stated that occasionally a verbal prompt referring
to the place of the articulators would be necessary to
elicit the correct response.
Other factors that may have influenced the effects of
the Visual Phonics symbols included the contexts in words in
which Visual Phonics was presented.

Most of the clinicians

indicated that the hand gestures were presented concurrently
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with the target sounds in isolated and word contexts.

Two

individuals utilized the manual symbols in sentences and
indicated that responding was less accurate due to the
increased linguistic demands of the sentence context.
Client and intervention variables were also considered
as possible sources of influence on the effects of Visual
Phonics.

Clinicians indicated that the children's

productions were affected by intrinsic factors such as mood,
health, and attention.

Extrinsic factors affecting

performance included a consideration of the reinforcement
provided by the intervention activity, the mode and speed of
stimulus presentation, and the use of Visual Phonics as a
device for self-correction.
The clinicians were also asked to indicate whether
there were negative aspects associated with the procedures
encountered during the course of this study.

The

clinicians mentioned a variety of factors which they found
difficult to work with during the semester such as
restrictions on the number of sounds and their positions in
words; limitations on the number of words per session; daily
administrations and scoring of the probe tests; and the
presentation of auditory bombardment.

Although several

negative factors were cited concerning procedures
incorporated within the study, clinicians did not report any
negative effects associated with the use of Visual Phonics
during intervention.

Some clinicians were pleased with the
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structure of intervention and indicated that it had been
effective in bringing about positive changes in the
subjects' targeted sound productions.
The clinicians were also asked to indicate whether
there were other procedures which would have been equally or
more effective than Visual Phonics in promoting improvements
in the subjects' phonological performance.

The suggestions

included clinician-derived verbal prompts and hand cues; use
of Visual Phonics during home-programming; and greater
promotion of physical manipulation and stimulation of the
articulators (using a tongue depressor, shaping sounds from
other correct sound productions, and auditory
onomatopoeias).
Across the questionnaires given to parents and
clinicians it appeared that although there were some
positive effects observed in the use of Visual Phonics
during intervention (such as increased awareness of the
target sounds), no conclusive attributions were endorsed
concerning the contributions of the system in the reductions
of incorrect sound productions.

Parents and clinicians

indicated that the children used Visual Phonics primarily as
a mode for facilitating correct sound productions rather
than as a vehicle for the development of language.

The

children did not appear to utilize Visual Phonics to
interact or communicate with unfamiliar individuals.
Clinician information indicated that Visual Phonics may
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have been helpful in promoting awareness of the targeted
sounds.

However, clinicians were not certain of this

suggested positive effect.

No negative aspects were

associated with the use of Visual Phonics although some
suggestions for improvement in the form of alternate
procedures were provided.

Also particular client and

intervention variables were mentioned as possible
influencing factors in determining the effects of Visual
Phonics.
Discussion
The effects of Visual Phonics during intervention for
phonological deviations may be examined with regards to the
research questions cited earlier in this study.

The results

from the study in terms of the percentage change data and
the pre- and post-test scores did not conclusively support
the use of Visual Phonics during intervention.

The results

from only three of the five subjects (Subjects 1, 4 and 5)
who received intervention with Visual Phonics indicated that
the hand symbol system may have facilitated reductions in
percentage of incorrect production.

However, two subjects

demonstrated similar response patterns for both
experimental conditions.

Further investigations of the

advantageous effects of Visual Phonics during intervention
would require a larger number of subjects to produce
statements of significance when comparing findings across
the experimental and control conditions.
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Another area of research which may provide insight into
the beneficial effects of Visual Phonics would entail an
investigation of significant differences in the percentage
of incorrect productions and in the amount of time to
achieve reductions in percentage error productions for the
experimental and control conditions.

An examination of the

data from this study revealed trends in responding in which
three of the four patterns within the Visual Phonics
condition showed greater decreases in incorrect productions,
as measured by pre- and post-baseline testing, than the
concurrent Non-Visual Phonics condition.

Findings from

Subject 5 indicated that correct responding depended to some
degree on the use of Visual Phonics during intervention,
since the removal of the hand symbol system occasioned an
increase in incorrect productions.

Although these results

support the proposition that the presentation of Visual
Phonics during intervention is helpful in reducing the
percentage of inaccurate responding, no statements can be
made about the significance of these results.
An area of potential investigation would involve
determining the more subtle benefits of using the Visual
Phonics system.

Such a research endeavor could examine

generalization within a phonological pattern targeted for
intervention by monitoring increases in the correct
production of particular phonemes which were not selected as
target behaviors but which were monitored during testing
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measurements.

Therefore, a comparison between phonological

patterns receiving intervention with or without Visual
Phonics may or may not reveal differences in generalization
patterns according to the experimental condition.

Results

from this study suggest that, for subjects who exhibited and
maintained low percentages of incorrect productions, some
generalization of correct productions must have occurred for
non-targeted sounds within a phonological pattern receiving
intervention.

This suggestion is based on the fact that

overall percentages of incorrect productions were determined
by the subjects' performance across all members of a
phonological pattern rather than solely on the phonemes
selected for intervention.

However, further analysis of

this information would be required in order to determine
whether there were differences in the generalization process
between experimental conditions.
An examination of the trends in the amount of time
required to reduce the percentages of incorrect productions
for the two experimental conditions could not be achieved
with this study.

Often the interactive effects of Visual

Phonics and intervention could not be separated to determine
the contributions of the Visual Phonics component alone.
These findings suggest that more research investigations are
required to ascertain with any degree of certainty the
positive effects of applying Visual Phonics during
intervention.
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The maintenance information was informative in
determining the stability of newly acquired responses
following intervention.

For all subjects, the differences

between post-baseline and maintenance measurements ranged
from 2% to 11% incorrect productions.

It was determined

that the differences between the maintenance results of
the Visual Phonics and Non-Visual Phonics conditions were
not associated with the presentation of the hand symbol
system during intervention.

As a rule the maintenance

findings for all conditions reflected the progress in
responding encountered throughout intervention.

Therefore,

differences between the experimental conditions pertained to
the effects of intervention rather than to an individual
component within the treatment conditions.

This information

supports the view that Visual Phonics acted as a
supplemental aid in the remediation of phonological
deviations.
The relative stability of the percentage of incorrect
productions between post-baseline and maintenance testing
indicates that intervention was effective in remediating
phonological deviations and promoted reductions in incorrect
responding which was maintained over time.

The results from

Subject 2 is an exception to this conclusion since the
post-baseline and maintenance measurements indicated
higher percentages of incorrect productions than the
pre-baseline data.

Intervention procedures for this case
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were ineffective in changing the child's phonological
performance.

In order to better accomodate his needs, this

subject apparently required greater flexibility in the
intervention approach than that incorporated in this
study.
The qualitative data indicated that the parents and
clinicians were unable to ascribe improvements in the
children's speech productions to the effects of Visual
Phonics.

However, parents and clinicians indicated that

Visual Phonics appeared to enhance the children's awareness
and memory for the correct production of target sounds.
This information coincides with the findings from Lloyd and
Doherty's (1983) study.

Those researchers found that

greater motor and kinesthetic feedback were influential in
promoting increased retention of newly learned signs.

Lloyd

and Doherty (1983) proposed that the added sensory
information enhanced the perceptual traces which guide and
monitor the production of motor acts.

It is possible that

the kinesthetic and visual characteristics of Visual Phonics
also contribute to the development of better perceptual
abilities in encoding and decoding phonological information.
However, further research beyond the scope of this study
would be required to discover the depths of this
possibility.

Researchers such as Tatham (1980) have already

begun to explore the involvement of memory and neurological
components in the development and production of phonology.
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An examination of the efficacy of the present study in
determining the effects of Visual Phonics during
intervention revealed certain aspects which should be
considered in future investigations regarding the usefulness
of the hand symbol system.

A foremost consideration

involves the appropriateness of some of the controls
implemented during the study.

More care might have been

taken in assuring greater reliability in scoring between the
clinicians and the researcher.

The low inter-reliability

results obtained for some of the targeted phonological
patterns require that the interpretations and
generalizations from the findings of this study be made with
caution.
The amount and type of parental involvement in the use
of Visual Phonics at home may have influenced the results
from the study.

For example, the parents of Subject 4

utilized the hand symbol system as a method to promote
self-correction of their child's speech.
utilized Visual Phonics in this manner.

No other parent
It could be that

the method increased the saliency of the hand gestures
during intervention and resulted in differential responding
for Subject 4, in comparison to the other subjects who
experienced a different presentation of Visual Phonics in
the home.
Also a different experimental design may have provided
information about the use of Visual Phonics that was more
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conclusive than the interaction design (McReynolds and
Kearns, 1983).

The interaction design was undertaken

because of its proposed unique ability to examine
interactions between or among components within a treatment
plan.

However, there are some drawbacks associated to the

design which may have negatively affected the results of the
study.

One drawback consists of the sequencing effects

that may occur when phases follow one another.

The

interaction design requires the replication and
counterbalancing of conditions.

In this study attempts were

made at counterbalancing and replicating the phonological
patterns under investigation for four of the five subjects.
A lack of available subjects and the restrictions imposed by
individual phonological performances rendered the task
difficult to accomplish and, therefore, the study may not
have complied totally with the essential characteristics of
the interaction design.

In view of these restrictions in

the application of the interaction design, another method
such as the multiple-baseline approach (McReynolds & Kearns,
1983) may have been preferable.
The intervention approach and manner of presenting
Visual Phonics employed for this study may also have
affected the phonological performance of the subjects.

Four

of the five subjects involved in the study demonstrated
improvements in phonological performance as measured by the
administration of the APP-R and the pre- and post-baseline
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word lists.

However, Subject 2 did not show any

improvements in the production of phonological patterns in
the experimental conditions.

This indicated that

intervention did not meet the needs of the child.

It is

important to realize that the child's motivation and
attention were tenuous throughout the semester.

However, it

is possible that the intervention program affected the
subject's ability to respond and, therefore, must be
considered as a potential source of confounding variables.
It is also possible that certain aspects of the intervention
method were more responsible for the child's lack in
ameliorating his incorrect productions.

However, this is

difficult to determine within the parameters of this study.
An examination of Hodson's (1986) approach to
intervention indicates that the method incorporates
components of the phonological and the traditional
articulation approach.

The cycling and non-criterion basis

for intervention are within the realms of phonological
intervention.

However, the seguential targeting of

individual phonemes within a phonological pattern is a
method used in the traditional articulation approach.

It is

possible that a more phonologically-oriented plan of
intervention would have produced different patterns of
responding than Hodson's (1986) approach.
The minimal pairs approach advocated by Blache (1982)
appears to offer an alternative to the traditional
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articulation therapy method.

The basis of the approach

relies on the visual representations of pairs of words where
the phonemes differ from each other by one distinctive
feature that differentiates the meaning of the two words.
For example, the phonemes /s/ and /t/ differ only in that
the /s/ phoneme contains the element of stridency which
the /t/ phoneme does not.

This information helps to

distinguish the meanings of the words "mass" and "mat".

The

minimal pairs approach allows the child to derive a
cognitive, semantic basis for discriminating and producing
the variety of phonological patterns within his/her
language.
Another factor which may have influenced the results of
this study consists of the use of word lists to record
progress in terms of percentages of incorrect productions.
The word lists were an imitative task which may not have
reflected the subjects' abilities to produce the target
sounds in more complex contexts.

A comparison of the word

list results to the results from the APP-R which involves
the elicitation of target phonemes was inconclusive in
determining the appropriateness of an imitative tasks.
There were similarities in the percentage change from
pre-baseline to maintenance testing; however, some
individual recorded percentages of incorrect productions
showed differences as large as 45% (See results from Subject
1 in Table 5) between the two measures.
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Another factor to consider is that the word lists may
not necessarily have been representative of the subjects'
responding during a conversational mode.

It would have been

interesting to discover if there were any differences in
results obtained on the word lists as opposed to the
production of the target phonological patterns during
conversation.
A variable which may need to be modified in future
research endeavors consists of the amount of time that
Visual Phonics was presented to the subjects.

There were

only eight sessions in which the hand symbol sytem was
implemented.

It could be that the number of sessions was

insufficient for Visual Phonics to be influential in
facilitating reductions of error production.
A brief summary of the results and discussion from this
study includes a statement indicating that for the
phonological patterns receiving Visual Phonics during
intervention, four of the five subjects improved in
phonological performance as measured by the administration
of the word lists and the APP-R.

However, several factors

encountered during the implementation of the study have not
allowed for conclusive evidence indicating the beneficial
effects of including Visual Phonics in an intervention
program for phonological deviations.

Parental and clinician

reports support the use of Visual Phonics by indicating that
the hand symbol system appeared to enhance the children's
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awareness of the target phonemes.

Also as a final

observation, there were no negative effects associated to
the use of Visual Phonics during intervention as reported by
parental and clinician interviews as well as probe list
results.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The present study was designed to examine the possible
beneficial effects of employing a visual and manual symbol
system, Visual Phonics, during speech and language
intervention for children with phonological disorders.

Each

subject underwent intervention for the remediation of
phonological disorders via three treatment modes:

an

experimental condition, consisting of the application of
Visual Phonics with a cycles (Hodson, 1986) approach to
intervention; another experimental condition, consisting of
a cycles approach without Visual Phonics; and a control
condition without the application of cycling, Visual Phonics
or any other direct intervention.
The phonological performance of five subjects who were
between the ages of three and four years was initially
assessed through the administration of the Assessment of
PhonologicalProcesses-Revised (Hodson, 1986) one to three
weeks prior to pre-baseline measurements.

Hodson's (1986)

procedure was re-administered following post-baseline
testing.

Pre-baseline, post-baseline and maintenance

measurements consisted of presenting three word lists each
constructed to contain 25 occurrences of the subjects'
targeted phonological patterns.

Mean percentages of
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incorrect productions were obtained for the specified
phonological patterns.

The pre-baseline and post-baseline

measurements occurred one session prior to and following
intervention respectively.

Maintenance testing took

place within one to three weeks after intervention for this
study was completed.

Daily probes were performed for each

subject throughout the sixteen session period of
intervention in order to obtain daily percentages of error
productions.

Qualitative information concerning parent and

clinician experiences with Visual Phonics were collected via
an interview format.
The study examined the effects of Visual Phonics during
intervention by comparing the phonological performance of
five children in terms of percentages of incorrect
productions for the three phonological patterns targeted for
this investigation.

The stability of responding was

assessed during maintenance testing to determine
discrepancies in phonological performance among the
experimental and control conditions.

Parental and clinician

information were reported to indicate their views concerning
the use of Visual Phonics during intervention and in the
naturalistic setting.
The following results and conclusions were derived from
this investigation concerning the effects of Visual Phonics
during intervention for the remediation of phonological
disorders:
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1.

There was no conclusive evidence supporting the use
of the Visual Phonics in the remediation of
children's phonological disorders under the
conditions in which the hand symbol system was
applied in this study.

The results from three

of the five subjects (Subjects 1, 4 and 5) who
received intervention with Visual Phonics indicated
that the hand symbol system may have facilitated
reductions in percentage of incorrect production.
However, two subjects demonstrated similiar
response patterns for both experimental conditions.
Further investigations of the advantageous effects
of Visual Phonics during intervention is required
to determine with greater certainty the usefulness
of implementing this system during intervention for
the remediation of phonological processes.
2.

The maintenance information indicated that the
differences among the experimental and control
conditions reflected the progress in phonological
performance encountered throughout intervention.

3.

The relative stability of responding from
post-baseline to maintenance measurements
indicated that intervention was effective in
reducing or remediating incorrect productions of a
target phonological pattern.

However, the results

from one subject which indicated no improvements in
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performance for either of the experimental
conditions, suggested that intervention may have
been too rigid and insensitive to meet this
particular child's needs.
4.

The qualitative data indicated that parents and
clinicians could not attribute success in reducing
incorrect productions to the presentation of Visual
Phonics.

However, both groups of respondents

suggested that Visual Phonics may have increased
the children's awareness and memory for the
targeted phonological patterns.
Conclusions
Based on the results of this investigation it is not
possible to determine with any degree of certainty the
beneficial effects of Visual Phonics during intervention for
phonological disorders under the conditions in which the
hand symbol system was applied in this study.

However, it

appears that Visual Phonics may have promoted greater
decreases in percentage of incorrect productions from preto post-baseline measurements.

Further research is

necessary to provide more conclusive statements concerning
the positive aspects of Visual Phonics during speech and
language intervention.

Parent and clinician reports were

also inconclusive but proposed that Visual Phonics may have
been useful in increasing children's awareness of the target
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sounds and thus may have enhanced children's abilities to
recall the correct production of the phonemes.
Recommendations
Recommendations for future research of the effects of
Visual Phonics during intervention include:
1.

The incorporation of better controls to allow for a
more concise account of variability exhibited
during responding.

2.

The implementation of a different research design
or intervention approach to determine if results in
this study are generalizable to different research
and clinical contexts.

3.

The inclusion of a larger number of subjects in
order to apply statistical analysis to the results
and derive cause and effect statements about the
contributions of Visual Phonics during
intervention.

4.

The comparison of applying Visual Phonics and some
other visual cue system such as Cued Speech during
intervention to determine whether there are
differences between the two hand symbol systems in
the acquisition and production of targeted
phonological patterns.

5.

The development of additional hand symbols to
represent phonological components of sounds such as
stops versus continuants.

APPENDICES
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Appendix A - Instructions for the Clinicians
Instructions for the Clinicians
Review
The review is to be done on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th days of
each cycle.
There are four cycles in all.
The review
consists of a quick imitation of the previous session's main
words.
Auditory bombardment
Auditory bombardment consists of presenting 15 words
containing the target phonological patterns and their
respective sounds for that session.
The words may be
presented through earphones or simply spoken aloud as the
subject performs a task such as colouring.
These words may
not be taken from the session's probe list although they may
be part of other probe lists.
You should refrain from
specifically choosing words from any of the probe lists.
Presentation of the eight main words
The eight main words are divided in two groups so that there
are four words for each of the targeted phonological
patterns.
The eight words must contain the target sounds
in the initial position of words (except for final consonant
deletion).
If there are more than one sound per
phonological pattern for a session, then the four main words
for that pattern should be equally distributed among the
sounds (ex. if stridents /s/ and /v/ are the targets for a
session then you would have two words pertaining to the /s/
phoneme and two words pertaining to the /v/ phoneme.)
The words chosen for the targeted sounds need not
necessarily be totally new to the subject.
Subsequent
sessions may have presentations of the same words especially
if the target sounds are /v/ and /z/.
You should attempt to
alternate the presentation of the same words so that they do
not appear in consecutive sessions; however, this may be
unavoidable.
Again the words chosen for a particular
session should not be part of the probe test for that
session.
These eight words should be either one or
two-syllable wordsalthough the occasional three-syllable
word may be introduced.
Try to avoid choosing main words
that contain within them sounds from both phonological
patterns targeted for intervention.
For example if the two
patterns are stridents and liquids then you would avoid such
words as "seal" or "lips" because they contain sounds from
both target phonological patterns.
However, even if you do
happen to use a word containing both patterns, you should
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simply work on the pattern designated for the activity and
ignore productions for the other pattern.
Activities
The activities portion of the session may involve as many
activities as necessary to promote the main words
representing the target phonological patterns.
Each
activity should consist of intervention for one of the
phonological patterns.
However, you need not restrict
yourself to presenting all of the activities for a paticular
pattern in one block of time.
You may wish to
alternate the presentation of the activities such that
an activity for stridents may be followed by an activity for
velars and then back to stridents again.
However, you must
try to spend equal amounts of time on each of the
phonological patterns, such that if velars receive 12
minutes of intervention then stridents or final consonants
should also receive the same amount of time in intervention.
The order of presenting the activities for each of the
phonological patterns should alternate across sessions.
This means that if you start with an activity for velars
during one session, then the next session should begin
with an activity for the other phonological pattern.
You
are not required to present the target sounds only in the
context of words.
You may present the sounds and work on
them at the level of isolation, words, and sentences.
The
manner of presenting the target sounds may, therefore, vary
depending on the client's individual needs.
Tracking during the sessions may consist of your own method
or you may adopt a variation of the tracking procedure used
during the probe word list.
Try to track about ten attempts
for each word for the researcher's interest although you may
want to track more than this for yourselves.
Probe word lists
One probe word list should be given every day.
The list is
chosen from four lists constructed and presented during the
pre- and post-baseline measurements.
The order of
presenting the probe lists for each session is designated on
your individual schedule sheets.
The words from the lists are to be presented in an imitative
fashion while the child is performing some task or receiving
some form or reinforcement such as placing blocks in a
bucket.
The recording of scores should be done on the computer
print-outs given to you by the researcher.
Scoring of
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correct and incorrect productions consists of slashing or
circling the + or - symbols written above the target
phonological patterns.
Sounds of a pattern to be tracked
are underlined.
There may be some instances where sounds
from a particular pattern are not underlined; they are not
to be scored.
You need to record the actual productions of
the sounds near or beside the +/- symbols (such as
deletions, stopping [substitutions], ect.).
Correct
productions consist of any sounds that pertain to the target
phonological pattern.
For example if for "sorry" the
subject says "forry" then this would be scored as a + for
that phonological pattern because stridency is present even
if it is not the correct production of /s/.
Incorrect
productions consist of deletions, stopping, fronting,
vowelization, and gliding etc.(the presence of phonological
processes).
Percentage of occurrences of incorrect productions need to
be calculated for each of the probe lists.
Percentage of
occurrences consist of the number of incorrect productions
of a phonological pattern divided by the total number of
opportunities to produce that pattern.
Each probe word list
contains 25 occurrences of each of the three phonological
patterns, one of which does not receive any intervention.
The occurrences may appear more then once within a word.
The word lists vary in length from 33 to 36 words.
The recording of percentages of occurrence of incorrect
productions may be done at the bottom of the probe list.
You may also record in this area the phonemes or omissions
which occurred for the particular sounds within a
phonological pattern.
An example of such summary data can
be seen in Figure 1 at the bottom of this page.
The probe
lists may be handed back to the researcher at the end of
each week.
Please make sure that the session number, date,
name of clinician and client initials are on the sheets.
I would appreciate it if throughout the semester you would
make a note about any inconsistencies encountered during
your sessions, such as inability to work for egual amounts
of time on the target phonological patterns, inability to
acguire a probe, difficulties encountered with the
procedures here outlined, or methods used to present the
main words.
These need not be extensive records, short one
to two-sentence paragraphs will do.
Further instructions will be given as to the manner of
presenting Visual Phonics during the Cycles and Visual
Phonics (BC) phase of the study.
Thanks again for you participation.

It is much appreciated.
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If you have questions regarding any aspect of the study
please do not hesitate to ask or call me. My number is
Figure 1

Summary of data

Percentage of occurrence of stridency deviations
(including deletions, stopping (substitutions,ect.)
20/25 = 80%
Phonemes
s
v

Productions
h f 0
h 0
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Appendix B - Daily Session Schedule
Components of a Daily Session
3
minutes

Review of previous day's eight (8) words
(Done during the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th sessions
of a cycle.
Also done in an imitative
fashion.)

2
minutes

15 word listening task (Auditory bombardment)
(through earphones or spoken while the child
performs some task.)

3
minutes

Eight main new words (four for each process
to beworked on that day.)

10-12
minutes

Activities
For the four words pertaining to one
phonological process ex. stridents and the
target sound(s) for that session.

10-12
minutes

Activities
For the four words pertaining to the other
phonological process ex. velars and the
target sound(s) for that session.

10
minutes

Probe
Administration of a list of words containing
25 occurrences of each of the phonological
processes of interest.
The list of words
will be drawn from four lists, three of which
were used during the pre-test.
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Appendix C - Parent Questionnaire
1.

Did your child use Visual Phonics at home? If so when
did he/she use it the most i.e. for what situations,
sounds does he/she use them?

2.

Did he/she use different symbols for dfferent sound or
did he/she seem to use the same symbol to help him/her
produce the sounds?

3.

Did you use Visual Phonics? How did it help you and
your child communicate, speak to one another?
In what
situations did you use the system?

4.

Did the child initiate a conversation by using Visual
Phonics with persons with whom he/she is less familiar
with?

5.

Since Visual Phonics has been introduced to your child
have you seen a difference in his/her speech at home?

6.

Is the child speaking more at home and outside of the
home than he/she did before this summer? How much of
this do you feel is due to his/her use of Visual
Phonics?

7.

Do you feel that your child is becoming more aware of
the sounds we are trying to promote? Do you feel that
Visual Phonics has aided this process? give examples.

8.

Do you feel that you needed more information or
training with Visual Phonics?
Was it enough to learn
the signs that the child brought home without your
receiving any extra teaching of the hand-gestures?

9.

Would you recommend the use of Visual Phonics to
another parent whose child has speech difficulties?
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Appendix D - Clinician Questionnaire
1.

Was there a difference in the child's phonological
performance of the sound patterns which were/were not
receiving Visual Phonics (in terms of number of
incorrect)?

2.

How did the child's phonological performance for the
sound pattern which received Visual Phonics, compare to
his/her performance before it was introduced?

3.

Do you feel that Visual Phonics contributed
to any of the improvement in the child's language
performance during the semester?

4.

Were there situations which increased or decreased the
child's ability to produce correct sounds even when
he/she received Visual Phonics for one of the sound
patterns in remediation?

5.

Does the child seem more aware of the problem sounds
since the introduction of Visual Phonics?

6.

Did the child use Visual Phonics spontaneously
throughout the session?

7.

Since the introduction of Visual Phonics during
intervention, have you seen an increase/decrease
in your client's combining Visual Phonics hand-gestures
with the the production of the sound in order to
facilitate the target sounds' production?

8.

Does he/she shape the appropriate or approximate the
appropriate hand-gestures for the target sounds?

9.

Did he/she use a single or a few Visual Phonics
hand-gestures to help him/her produce the target
sounds? i.e. did the child have a favored hand-gesture
or did he/she use a variety of gestures.

10.

Did the child usually produce correct sounds when
he/she used the Visual Phonics gestures? Explain.

11.

Did you use Visual Phonics gestures for isolated
sounds, whole words or sentences?

12.

Did you see a difference in the number of correct
productions when the gestures were used in these
different situations?
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13.

Have any of the procedures undertaken this semester
affected the child's phonological performance?

14.

Do you feel that procedures other than Visual Phonics
would have been more effective in eliciting correct
target sound productions and thus improve the child's
phonological performance?
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